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MAXIMISE YOUR FLOORSPACE
The Royal Coil Mattress Range now available to Carpet Retailers
with Direct Home Delivery available throughout the UK

Regency 4ft 6” Pillow Top
Pocket Sprung Mattress
Single Deliveries from Stock
Starting at
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£
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Takeover times
High streets will see a
shake-up regardless of
whether it is Sainsbury’s or
Steinhoff International that
ends up acquiring Argos
Who knew Argos was so popular? Soon we’ll
know if its new owner will be Sainsbury’s or
Steinhoff. Sainsbury’s wants to utilise the
Argos distribution network and have stores
within its supermarkets while competing
with Amazon and John Lewis. Steinhoff
hasn’t said why it has bid, but presumably it
wants a far greater slice of the furniture
market (and others) and to give more orders
to its factories.
According to Retail Economics, Argos is
comfortably the third largest retailer in the
sector (behind Ikea and DFS) with a market
share about twice that of Harveys and
Bensons combined. Its UK Furniture and
Flooring report says that: ‘Although Argos has
continued to struggle across some parts of
the business, for example electricals, we see
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the investment in digital driving forward
furniture sales. The company remains well
placed to leverage a strong multi-channel
proposition. Harveys and Bensons will
struggle to capitalise on positive underlying
momentum as key competitors offer better
value and more desirable shopping
environments.’
If you agree then perhaps Steinhoff needs
Argos more than first thought.
A carpet manufacturer was taken over last
month and it didn’t involve Victoria adding to
its portfolio. H Dawson Wool’s acquisition of
Axminster Carpets places the carpet
producer within a much larger (£31m in
2014) operation and completes Axminster’s
journey from administration and buyout.
Congratulations to Sealy for showing its
community spirit donating up to £40,000 (at
RRP) of beds to those affected by flooding in
Cumbria.
This issue is the 100th edition of Interiors
Monthly. On behalf of everyone on the team
I would like to say a very large thank you to
our readers, advertisers, contributors; those
involved in the design, production and
printing of the magazine, and everyone else
who has helped reach this milestone.
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NATIONAL

FLOORING SHOW
10 & 11 MAY 2016

OVER 60 LEADING BRANDS
ARE AT ONE PLACE AGAIN
THIS MAY... A MUST ATTEND
EVENT FOR ALL BUYING
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CRANMORE PARK, SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS, B90 4LF
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Register your place at www.bgnfs.co.uk
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NEWS

H Dawson takes control
of Axminster Carpets
International wool merchant H Dawson Wool has acquired a
majority stake in carpet producer Axminster Carpets.
The deal comes almost three years after a consortium
headed by Stephen Boyd bought the manufacturer out of
administration.
Additional support from H Dawson, increased financial
resource and further strengthening of the senior
management team will take Axminster Carpets on the next
phase of its journey, according to the carpet manufacturer.
H Dawson, established in 1888, is an important supplier
to the wool carpet manufacturing sector in the UK and
throughout the world.
‘This investment in Axminster Carpets demonstrates the
ongoing commitment of H Dawson to the wool carpet
manufacturing sector and forms an essential element of its
strategy to develop alliances throughout the supply chains
within which it operates for the benefit of all chain
participants,’ says a statement.
‘The passion and expertise within H Dawson
complements the strengths of Axminster Carpets. We will
encourage increased market and consumer awareness
about the many benefits arising from the use of wool-rich
carpets in a wide variety of environments and applications,’
says Jo Dawson, H Dawson Wool chairman.
‘Our business sells wonderful high quality carpets that are
predominantly made from wool. It makes real sense that our

Axminster was bought out of administration in 2013

new owners are experts in the sourcing of our primary raw
material. Their wool expertise, global reach and long-term
commitment to the industry will add real value to our
company. We are excited about the future growth
aspirations for the business,’ says Steve Winslet, Axminster
Carpets chief executive.
According to Companies House, director Robert Day had
been the largest Axminster shareholder with 54.05% of
shares, followed by Boyd – who resigned as a director on
13 January – with 15%, and Emily Hargrove and Natalie
Marshall with 10.26% each

Sealy donates beds for Cumbria flood victims
Sealy is to donate up to £40,000 of
products to people in Cumbria hit by the
recent flooding.
The company has made a donation of
bed frames and mattresses, worth up to
£40,000 at RRP, to Age UK West Cumbria,
Age UK Carlisle and Eden, and Eden
Flood Volunteers, which will each
allocate the items to residents in the
community who need them. Sealy is also
urging other businesses and furniture
manufacturers to pledge their support.
‘We’re a Cumbrian company based in
Aspatria, and the flooding appeal is very
close to our hearts. Many Sealy
colleagues and their friends and family
members have been directly affected by
the terrible weather conditions we
experienced not only in December last
year, but on several subsequent
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occasions, the results of which have been
absolutely devastating each time,’ says
Neil Robinson, Sealy sales and marketing
director.
He says the company has also showed
support with a donation to the
community foundation, providing
supplies and catering for rescue teams,
and is now teaming up with Age UK and
Eden Flood Volunteers, to help residents
return to homes.
‘These organisations help those in
need in the community every single day
and we’re incredibly pleased to be able
to support them with their efforts. We are
aware how many others have been
playing their part when it comes to this
important cause, and we would
absolutely love to see businesses
continuing the great work to help those

affected to get their homes back in
order,’ adds Robinson.
Joan Bailey, Age UK Carlisle and Eden
information and advice supervisor, says:
‘During our work with the community
we’ve experienced first-hand some of the
damage caused by December’s floods. It
is incredibly disruptive, especially to
elderly residents who may spend a lot of
time in their homes and rely on the
support of others to get these homes
repaired. The flooding didn’t only impact
on the ground floor of the houses, but
the resulting damp has damaged rooms
and furniture on the higher levels too;
the mattresses will therefore be
absolutely vital. We’d like to thank Sealy
for its kind donation from us here at Age
UK and the community members these
items will go to.’

INTRODUCING OUR NEW MATTRESS COLLECTION
With a choice of 18 mattresses from our comfort and luxury ranges,
made in the UK by our team of craftsmen.
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A sparkling new idea for the home
Once more Associated Weavers come to the
fore with a stunning new look for the modern
home. We already know how people clamour
for super-softness in their carpets and iSense,
only launched in 2014, has satisfied that
demand with increasing success. Now we’ve
added an extra element to its appeal. The
magic of iSense stems from the unique 100%
polyamide ‘memory’ fibres that we use to
produce its amazing bounce-back qualities.
If things like furniture cause indents on the
surface, the polyamide yarn naturally springs
back to its original state, so iSense will maintain
its fresh new look throughout years of hard
use. Now though, because of the very high
quantity of fine filaments in its construction,
we’ve been able to introduce some delicate
strands of silvery Lurex to give it a glittery,
sparkly effect. We call it Surprise.

A unique look for every room
Our research has shown that Surprise will sit very nicely in any room of the home. It’ll add an
extra dimension to even the smallest of spaces. The look is subtle. The technology is astounding.
Saxony-style Surprise is offered at 1520 gram weight, in 4m or 5m widths, and is fully guaranteed
with a 20-year wear warranty. Available in ten fashionable shades, we’ve naturally used star
signs to identify the colours: each one, from Jet black Aries to mid beige Scorpio, is a natural
choice for your display of Associated Weavers products. The clever addition of the sparkly Lurex
to Surprise will give an extra appeal to everyone’s favourite room, without any compromise to
the ultra-softness of the carpet. And you and your customers will be pleasantly surprised by
its resilient performance too.

Leading the way
Our innovative manufacturing prowess. Our market-leading reputation. Our memorable brands.
Everything about Associated Weavers means that we’re the name you can’t forget. And you’ll
soon develop a soft spot for iSense Surprise too. With Surprise, we’ve created a unique product
fit for the glitterati. Order your displays of iSense Surprise now for a Spring bonanza of sales.
Because we all love surprises.

Look for the Buttery
NE
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Associated Weavers
Sales: 01422 431100 Email: salesuk@awe.be

NEWS

Ex-bed boss jailed
after operating
‘slave workforce’
Mohammed Rafiq, former owner of
Kozee Sleep and Layzee Sleep, has
been jailed for two years and three
months. A jury at Leeds Crown Court
found him guilty of conspiracy to
traffic individuals within the UK, last
month.
The court had been told how he ran
the companies for about two years on
‘cheap slave labour’ by using
Hungarians he knew had been
trafficked into the UK by Hungarian
nationals Janos Orsos and Ferenc Illes.
At the trial, the jury heard Rafiq
knew Orsos’s organisation would
source him staff and he ‘went along
with their exploitation as a slave
workforce’.
The men were promised good
wages, housing and food if they
travelled to the UK. Instead they lived
in shared, cramped and squalid
accommodation, with 42 men sharing
a two-bedroom house in Batley.
Sentencing Rafiq, judge Christopher
Batty said Orsos was a ‘ruthless
gangmaster’ who preyed on his
countrymen, but that his ‘hideous

exploitation’ was only possible with
the help of businessmen like Rafiq.
‘You accepted the cheap labour that
he found you regardless of how they
were being treated. I’m satisfied you
did nothing to help, you did not care.’
Detective Inspector Andy Leonard,
of West Yorkshire Police, said the men
had been ‘controlled heavily’ by the
traffickers.
‘They had very little money, they
were not allowed out and they were
transported to and from the
workplace. They worked long hours,
they worked seven days a week, up to
15 or 16 hours a day, every single day
of the week for little or no pay. They
had no contract, no rights and were
exploited terribly,’ he said.
Leonard said Orsos had been paid
£200 per week for each worker but
would only give the men £10 each,
leaving them ‘totally helpless and
totally controlled.’
Orsos and Illes were jailed for five
years and three years respectively in
2014 after admitting people
trafficking offences.

London beachhead:
Kartell has opened its first
company owned store in
the UK, describing it as an
‘operational beachhead’.
The store, on Brompton
Road, Knightsbridge,
occupies two floors and
stocks furnishings,
tableware, lighting,
fragrances, bathroom
fittings and fashion
accessories: the company’s
new concept for
presenting the all-round
Kartell lifestyle.
‘London has always been
one of the objectives of
the expansion and
internationalisation strategy pursued by Kartell.
Today, we have finally found the right location
for a brand which focuses heavily on product
innovation and brand recognition, and aims at
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communicating an all-round lifestyle concept,’
says Claudio Luti, Kartell president. ‘So, I see this
new flagship store as a sort of operational
beachhead for setting up new projects.’

Trio join CF
The Carpet Foundation has boosted its
manufacturing membership, with three
more companies becoming Patron
members.
Edel Telenzo and Whitestone Weavers
have signed up, while Cavalier has
re-joined. They join Brintons, Brockway,
Cormar, Ulster Carpets and Victoria in
backing the Carpet Foundation together
with the British Wool Marketing Board.
Talks are ongoing with several other
companies.
Towards the end of 2015, the Carpet
Foundation said it would focus primarily
on its retail members to simplify its
message.
‘I am delighted with the response from
manufacturers. It is a real boost to get
new members and illustrates the desire
of suppliers to the UK retail trade to
support independent retailers. Talking to
our new recruits, they not only want a
body that will be their “voice” but also
recognise the work being done. It is now
more manageable for them financially
and membership is more inclusive,’ says
Andrew Stanbridge, Carpet Foundation
chief executive.

Fitting test
The National Institute of Carpet and
Floorlayers is to relaunch its Carpet Fitter
of the Year competition.
The 2016 competition is open to all UK
fitters (including non-NICF members),
with a prize package including £1,000,
tools, winner’s trophy, one year’s free
Master Fitter membership and an iPad,
donated by Which? Trusted Traders.
The deadline for online entry, at
www.nicfltd.org.uk, is 31 March.
‘The Fitter of the Year competition last
ran in 2001. I was fortunate enough to
make the finals of the competition three
times; an experience that was only
eclipsed by my being on the winning
team in the European Floor Laying
Competition in 2005. I always said that if
I were ever NICF president I would make
it my mission to bring the competition
back – after all, there isn’t a fitter in the
land that wouldn’t want UK “Fitter of the
Year” on his van,’ says Ian James, NICF
president.
The final will be held at The Flooring
Show on 18-19 September.

NEWS

International success
boosts sales at Hypnos

people

Hypnos has seen sales jump by more than a quarter in the
past year and a major increase in profits.
Combined domestic and contract sales rose by 29% to
£47.3m in the year to the end of June 2015. The company
says growth has come from international expansion
including developing its retailer network throughout
Europe; creating a range of beds for the USA market and
increasing the number of international licences to make
hotel beds.
‘The Hypnos brand is becoming more and more
recognised around the world, and our reputation for
superior quality and expertise in the UK bed market has
now been cemented internationally. We are reaping the
rewards of this success with another year of significant
revenue growth, which has resulted in a very solid financial
performance with improved margins, and profit growth of
more than 78% in like for like operating profit’, says Stephen
Ward, Hypnos Beds md.
‘The business continues to perform extremely well with

Julian Bowen, presents
Robert Hunter (right), the
company’s Scotland agent,
with its trophy for Agent of
the Year at the January
Furniture Show. The show
saw Bowen mark 50 years in
the furniture industry ahead
of his retirement.

Charles Vernon, former
Gloster Furniture group ceo,
is to be the next chairman of
FIRA. He succeeds Michael
Powell, who is stepping
down from the role after five

12

years. ‘Having been part of the
FIRA council for some years
now, I am really excited about
becoming chairman and
guiding the association
forward. Michael will be a
hard act to follow and I would
like to thank him for his
contribution to the success of
the association over the last
five years. I will be working
with my fellow council
members and the team at
FIRA to ensure that the
association remains a potent
force within the furniture
industry,’ says Vernon.

Millennium Weavers has
appointed Richard Comboy
as sales director UK. He has
spent more than 15 years in
the flooring industry, with
roles at Bajong/McThree,
Balta, Ryalux, ITC, Carpets
Direct and most recently
Regency Carpets.
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Domestic and contract sales increased

further significant growth being delivered in the current
year. We had a five year plan for the business which we
actually achieved in four years and our new plan reflects the
need to maintain the focus on our performance in the areas
where we’ve been successful, and to apply more focus to
new markets and new opportunities,’ he adds

D-day set for Argos sale
Argos’s future looks set to be
decided by 18 March, barring
competition inquiries.
The Takeover Panel has given
Sainsbury’s and Steinhoff
International until then to make a
bid for parent Home Retail Group.
Steinhoff, which already owns
Bensons, Cargo and Harveys in the
UK along with the Slumberland,
Relyon, Dunlopillo, Staples and
Myer’s bed brands, outbid the
supermarket chain by 6% with a
£1.42bn cash offer.
Mike Dennis, a retail analyst at
Cantor Fitzgerald, said he expected
Sainsbury’s to at least match
Steinhoff’s offer, which was more
attractive to investors because it
was all cash. Sainsbury’s offer is a
mixture of cash and Sainsbury’s
shares.
Sainsbury’s is likely to have to
find more potential cost savings,
benefits or assets sales during its
due diligence to justify raising its
bid, with a number of shareholders
sceptical about the takeover, he

There are two offers for Argos’ parent HRG

says. ‘We believe that losing out to
Steinhoff may be a blessing in
disguise for Sainsbury’s,’ he says.
‘Sainsbury’s might have a more
compelling, forward-thinking
strategy for Argos ... but the risk for
Sainsbury’s is that Steinhoff will
raise the bar to a level that
Sainsbury’s cannot match,’ says
Scott Ransley, a retail analyst at
Stifel.
Both Sainsbury’s and Steinhoff
support HRG’s plan to sell
Homebase to Australian group
Wesfarmers for £340m, with £200m
being retuned to HRG shareholders.

The LG Collection.
Capturing the essence of tradition, this dining & occasional collection brings the warming and familiar
overtones of classic style oak. Lovingly finished in a durable and natural style with soft close drawers.

36

NEW

Spring/Summer

2016

Items

Featuring
soft close
drawers

PR Upholstered Dining Chair
PR-CH

£39.99
£45.00
£49.99

Bench
LG-BEN

2m Refectory Table
LG-R2T

£82.50
£95.00
£109.99

£249.99
£289.99
£329.99

Display Cabinet with Lights
LG-DIS

Box Coffee Table
LG-BCT

£249.99
£289.99
£325.00

£145.00
£167.50
£189.99

20% OFF DISPLAY ITEMS WHEN YOU BUY 10 PIECES IN ANY RANGE! *
ANOTHER STUNNING RANGE FROM KETTLE INTERIORS
Spring/Summer 2016 Brochure & Price List now available. Call for your copy
www.kettleinteriorsagencies.com

01536 444960 sales@kettleinteriorsagencies.com

*LIMITED TIME OFFER. OFFER APPLIES TO NEW ORDERS OF RANGES ONLY. ORDERS ON PREVIOUSLY ORDERED RANGES ARE EXCLUDED.

Container
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Wholesale

www.furlongﬂooring.co.uk

Indulgence
Immerse yourself in luxury

At Regency Carpets, our love for
carpet goes deeper than ever.
Indulgence encompasses that love and is our
deepest entry into the luxury saxony market.
Stylishly modern, soft to the touch in 16 neutral &
natural tones – all infused with our passion for carpet.
Manufactured with our own Prestige ﬁbre, this
2-ply saxony is stain resistant, bleach cleanable,
available in both 4m & 5m widths and features a
Totally Free manufacturers wear & stain warranty.
Immerse yourself in luxury and ask about Indulgence today.
T H E F U R LO N G F LO O R I N G P O R T F O L I O

www.furlongﬂooring.co.uk

I

Sales: Preston - 01772 696 787

I

Dartford - 01322 628 707

I

Gloucester - 0845 520 0800

NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3
4

1 With Ara and Lyra, F&X Carpets is
bringing the low impact of recycled
content to homes with a fibre made
entirely from plastic drinks bottles,
Aevita. More than just recycled, Aevita
makes for a carpet that’s super-soft,
strong and with inherent stain-resistance,
thanks to the innovative manufacturing
of F&X Carpets.
Tel: 07976 607 657
2 Flair Rugs brings a new dimension to
its portfolio with the vintage inspired
Decks. Its beautiful design, subtle
colourways and indoor/outdoor
flexibility make it an exciting home
addition for year-round use. Decks mixes
fabulous aesthetic with easy-clean
properties. It is available in five designs.
Visit: www.flairrugs.com
3 The Floorwise stair nosings, PVC
profiles, skirtings and trims folder
features samples of its standard and
heavy duty aluminium stair nosings, the
Q range of stair nosings, stair edge trims
and profiles in aluminium and PVC. The
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sample folder makes it easy to choose
specifications on-site, helping to cut
down working times.
Visit: www.floorwise.co.uk
4 From a new chip-effect that brings
multicoloured metallic glimmer to a
range of contemporary mineral looks in
Pueblo, and seven carefully selected
woods that represent popular and trendled options, Leoline’s Mercury XT is
ready to take on the busiest of family
homes. It comes with a 15-year wear
warranty and is equipped with
Powerback for a more resilient floor.
Visit: www.leoline.co.uk
5 Quick-Step’s Pulse LVT collection has
what the company says is an
unprecedented realistic look achieved
through a revolutionary production
method, and is the most practical
designer floor on the market. Pulse is
hardwearing, watertight, warm, soundabsorbent, just as attractive as wood, and
produced entirely free of phthalates.
Visit: www.quick-step.co.uk 

5
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Date:
End of February 2017
Venue:
Chelsea Football Club
After the success of The London Fabric
Show 2016, the BFM are pleased to announce
that the exhibition will take place again at the
end of February 2017.
For further information visit

http://www.bfm.org.uk/londonfabric
or contact Jackie Bazeley on 01494 569124

NEW PRODUCTS
6 After receiving a Certificate
of Excellence from B&Q
Homefit for his exceptional
service levels, Quick-Step
Master Installer Nigel Bawn
(pictured with Brian Wood,
B&Q Homefit national
operations manager), has
again received recognition
from the chain, as he
recorded the highest surveyto-sale conversion rate of all
fitters (75%) who work for
the Homefit scheme.
Visit: www.quick-stepacademy.co.uk
7 Edel Telenzo’s Barbican
collection has been
extended with four stripes. It
now consists of six two-tone
loops and six matching
stripes. The latest stripes
feature more colour, taking
in the latest fashionable
shades. Those looking to add
colour can make a statement
on the floor with 335 Candy
Cane (pictured).
Visit: www.
edeltelenzocarpets.co.uk
8 Known for its ability to
push the boundaries of
possibility with cork thanks
to extensive research and
development, Granorte has
realised a new aesthetic to

digital printing technology
that gives ceramic and wood
looks a tempered aesthetic
through the delicate
appearance of detail from
the real cork structure
underneath.
Visit: www.granorte.co.uk
9 Phil Bentley, Balta
Broadloom area sales
manager for the West
Midlands, South Wales and
South West, is celebrating 25
years of loyal service with
the carpet manufacturer. His
quarter century was
celebrated in recognition of
his outstanding contribution
to the success of the UK
sales team.
Visit: www.
baltabroadloom.com
10 The Academy for
Excellence in Flooring
trains the most skilled
installers through its Master
Installer programme, and
also offers bespoke courses
for retailers. From detailed
product performance,
through to correct
preparation and installation,
there is huge scope to
develop the ideal course.
Visit: www.quick-step
academy.co.uk
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North Wales, Cheshire
Matt Bell 07980 223303
Scotland
James Hall 07787 140136
Yorkshire, North East England
Steve Allitt 07971 952873
East Midlands
Charlotte Jarvis 07460 875070
Northern Ireland
Shane O’Neill 00353 87 6491119
South West, South Wales
Adam Nicol 07885 738975
London, Berkshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, South East
Jon Marsh 07976 795821
Zac Marsh 07828 663325
Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire
Richard Cooper 07860 525245
Belgium D[äXZ
J Peeters 0032 475 71 08 69
0032 51 320 543
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North West, Midlands,
Southern Ireland
Paul Hugo (Sales Manager)
07813 714498
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Representation:

RANGE NAME

BACKING COMPOSITION

BEDROOM BLISS
BARBADOS
BROOKLYN
GARDA
GARDA
GARDA SUPREME
FESTIVAL
ISTANBUL
NEW IZMIR
KENSINGTON carved
MILANO
NAPELS
NORFOLK
NEW FARO
NEW FARO
MANHATTAN
OPERA
PICASSO
PALERMO
PRADO
QUEENS
RICHMOND
HILTON
ROMA
RACHEL
SATURNUS
SYMPHONY SYMPHONY
SENSUALITY
SENSUALITY DELUXE
SIENNA
SILKY
TELSTAR
TORINO
TORINO
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
BERNABEU
NOU CAMP
OLD TRAFFORD
OLYMPIC
SAO PAOLO

heavy felt
ab
ab
felt
ab
ab
felt
ab
felt
woven
ab
felt
felt
ab
felt
ab
ab
felt
ab
heavy felt
ab
woven
woven
felt
ab/felt
felt
ab
ab
ab
felt
ab
felt
felt
ab
ab
ab
preco
preco
preco
preco
preco

100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
ZETALON
ZETALON
100 % pp
PA Nylon 6.6
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp

H & V Carpets are a leading Belgium carpet
manufacturer, supplying roll stock only, via retail oulets.
Our collection of over 20 ranges gives a wide and varied
choice for every budget. We pride ourselves on providing
on trend carpets, at affordable prices. Contact your local
area rep to view the full collection and begin to enjoy
prices and product that are second to none.
H&V Carpets BVBA, Nijverheidsstraat 26, 8760 Meulebeke, Belgium

NEW PRODUCTS

11

13

14

12
11 With a powder coated steel
frame and reversible shelves,
the simplicity of By Lassen’s
Twin Bookcase is a natural
extension to the Twin Table
series and references the
defined, cubic shapes of its
Frame storage boxes. The steel
frame is available in black or
cool grey.
Visit: www.bylassen.com
12 Morelato’s Montalban
extending table by Itamar Harari
is made of walnut with tapered
legs and side frames under a top
with a 45degree inclination. Two
internal extensions of 45cm
each, allow the table top to
extend from 160cm to 250cm. It
will be introduced at ISalone.
Visit: www.morelato.it
13 Kersaint Cobb’s Seasilk
offers three weave designs in a
5m width to maximise space.
The soft-touch fibre offers a
sensual feel with strength for

20

long term performance. Seasilk
allows conventional cleaning
and will stand up to everyday
life whether in a busy home or a
commercial environment.
Tel: 01675 430 430
14 The classic style of the LG
oak range continues Kettle
Interiors’ assault on the oak
sector. New for 2016 and
capturing the essence of
tradition, this collection features
36 items for living and dining, all
finished in a durable natural
style with soft-close drawers.
Tel: 01536 444 960
15 Lite Stone is bringing more
colours and types of natural
slate and stone veneer tiles to
the UK market. Its products are
thin, lightweight and flexible,
with a huge range of
applications. They are more cost
effective than traditional stone
tiles and easier to install.
Visit: www.lite-stone.co.uk
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STRONG INSIDE ,
BEAUTIFUL OUT.
Look under the surface of a stunning ASPECTA TEN
floor and you’ll find the perfect backbone.
ISOCORE technology is made with extruded
closed-cell PVC construction so it’s strong and rigid,
yet incredibly light. This makes ASPECTA TEN highly durable,
easy to install and 100% impervious to moisture.

DISCOVER A NEW DIMENSION IN FLOORING

aspectaflooring.com

SERVICE

Richard Renouf

Carpet bug bears
Spring will see the return of carpet beetles
provide a home for them or their larvae.
Wool or synthetic, the carpet
manufacturing process includes
mechanical and heat processes that
would kill and remove any insects, eggs
or larvae in the fibres. You can therefore
be certain that a new carpet will not be
infested with insects, old or new, carpet
beetles or any other.
So, be ready. If at some time over the
next few weeks you get a complaint
about carpet beetles in a new carpet ask
yourself these questions:
Are the insects carpet beetles? I’ve
investigated ‘carpet beetles’ that turned
out to be silverfish, woodlice, rice weevils
and even maggots. None of these are
associated with carpets or cause damage
to them.
Is the carpet wool or synthetic? If it’s
synthetic, the beetles didn’t come from
the carpet and won’t live in it.
Are the beetles adults or larvae
(known, incidentally, as woolly bears
because they look like tiny hairy
woodlice)? If they’re adults, they’re last
year’s insects and didn’t come from the
carpet.
If an infested carpet is wool and was

fitted last year or earlier, then it’s possible
that carpet beetles (or common clothes
moths) laid eggs in it last season and the
larvae have caused damage by eating
the pile fibres.
While the damage can’t be repaired
(unless it’s a small area that can be
retufted) the infestation can be dealt
with by using an insecticide spray that’s
marked as suitable for beetles. These are
easy to find in supermarkets and DIY
stores, and even from a vet. Advise your
customer to follow the instructions
carefully and to repeat the treatment at
fortnightly intervals at least three times
to ensure any new hatchlings are
eradicated.
And for the future? The best way to
prevent insect infestation of any carpet is
to keep it regularly vacuumed, including
the areas normally out of sight – under
furniture, for example – as insects love
dark, undisturbed places. If you sell a
wool carpet at this or any other time of
year, it’s good advice to give customers.
Visit: www.richard-renouf.com
Richard Renouf is an independent
furnishings consultant

Carpet beetles can be 1mm-12mm in size
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It’s time. Exactly when will depend on
the weather, but it’s going to happen and
it’s going to happen soon. Every year for
the past 15 years I’ve predicted it and
every year I’ve been right.
When the winter turns to spring the
insects that have been tucked away in
nooks and crannies to survive the cold of
winter will be out and about again, ready
to do what insects do to ensure the
continuation of their species. And that,
of course, includes carpet beetles.
Unfortunately, when their appearance
coincides with that of a new carpet a
customer will, unsurprisingly perhaps,
believe they came as a free gift from the
store.
It’s only adult beetles that live through
the winter. This year’s adults won’t be
around until later in the season, after
mating, laying eggs, hatching, living as
larvae and then pupating into adults
have taken place. A process that will take
at least four to six weeks, and probably
much longer.
What’s more, carpet beetles – or,
rather, their larvae – feed on animal
fibres (wool, as far as carpets are
concerned) so synthetic carpets can’t

Carpet beetle larvae are known as woolly bears

“We Took One
Whole Year’s
Takings in
Five Days!…
… when I first saw the queue outside,
I wanted to run away! This Greenwood
Sale has produced returns I could only
dream of!”
Stephen Parry, Director, Parry’s
Furniture, Wrexham January 2016

DISCOVER THE POWER OF
GREENWOOD SALES…
As literally hundreds of quality independent
retailers, based all over the UK and Ireland know
very well, the benefits of holding a ‘Greenwood
Sale’ are many.
Firstly, your sales event will be financially
successful. Plus, you’ll generate instant cash flow,
fill your order book and clear your redundant
stock – with good margin maintained. And, longer
term benefits include increased market share due
to the positive publicity created by the event. Also
you and your team will enjoy seeing the business
doing so well.
Find Out More About Greenwood Sales. Take a
look at our website or call us now on 01565
650101, or, send an e mail enquiry, and we’ll
gladly contact you to discuss the exciting
possibilities we can offer you, without obligation.

BOOKING NOW FOR 2016/17
CALL TODAY 01565 650101

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
sales@greenwoodretail.com

www.greenwoodretail.com

BEST OF BRITISH

New year, new style
Lebus Upholstery has
made upholstery in the
UK since 1840
After enjoying record sales last year,
Lebus started 2016 with several new sofa
designs providing a range of styles.
The manufacturer reported a great
reaction to Naomi at this year’s January
Furniture Show. The contemporary style
sofa with big, deep cushions was shown
in faux leather and contained foam
profile in the seats and arms. It is
available in corner and chaise groups.
Billy is a retro styled sofa with a higher
back, shown in chenille with a velvet
panel, coming in corner groups with an
optional footstool.
Jamie is a contemporary offering with
sharp, clean lines, available as a three,
two, one with an accent footstool.
Alaina is a traditional three, two, one
of smaller proportions, with a high back
and wooden feet.
Samantha has a wooden plinth, in a
light oak or dark wenge finish, while its
linen-look fabric and chenille cushions
create an easy living style.
The Dione sofa offers retro style in a
velvet woven fabric, wooden feet and is
available as a three, two, one.
Visit: www.lebus.co.uk
Top: Dione three-seater
and Lorraine chair
Above: Samantha
Left: Billy
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Comfort

Style

Sophistication

Lebus Upholstery Ltd, Queensway Ind Est, Dunlop Way, Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire, DN16 3RN, United Kingdom

For more information contact:

t. 01724 407 751

e. sales@lebus.co.uk

BEST OF BRITISH

Raising
the profile
The BFM is a friend and
guardian to its members

Iain James

Established more than 65 years ago, the
British Furniture Manufacturer’s
Association now has more than 200
members from every sphere of UK
furniture manufacturing. Everything from
the production of beanbags to high end
cabinet and upholstery is represented
among the membership.
‘Run by its members, for its members,
the BFM acts as a friend, guardian and
meeting point for all members. The
Product Finder directory is a referral
system to the members and regularly
brings new business to many. We are also
able to offer comprehensive advice on a
whole range of topics, including
exporting, health and safety, waste
minimalisation, employment law,
tribunal assistance and exhibiting at
overseas trade shows,’ says Jackie
Bazeley, BFM md.
It also acts as a cooperative –

Tetrad
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negotiating special rates for its members
for a range of services including
insurance, energy supply and attendance
at the January Furniture Show.
Naturally the support and membership
of large companies such as Buoyant,
Collins & Hayes, Ercol and Lebus are
vitally important. But, smaller members
including Edge Beanbags, in business
since 1976, and Delcor, which has been
making bespoke sofas and chairs for 45
years, are also highly valued. The
combination of the small, the large, the
mainstream and the specialist makes the
BFM truly representative of the British
furniture manufacturing industry.
‘Despite media reports of gloom and
its well documented challenges, we have
a UK furniture industry that is very much
alive, with a great variety of skills,
technical expertise, design flair and a
great variety of products. By supporting

Whitemeadow

all of its members equally, the BFM raises
the profile of British manufacturing in
general, helping to ensure that the
combined knowledge and expertise
within the industry develops and
spreads,’ says Bazeley.
‘Furniture manufacturing offers
enormous employment opportunities,
from the traditional skills such as cabinet
making and upholstery, to the technical
such as CNC machines, therefore it is a
very important element in the UK
economy. The BFM has a vital role to play
in ensuring that our industry thrives in
the 21st century, and we want to
encourage established and fledgeling
companies to join us in keeping our
industry strong.’
The BFM also supports the supply
chain to the industry by having an
Associate Membership.
Visit: www.bfm.org.uk

Our British furniture manufacturers are
committed to providing the highest levels
of comfort, safety and quality to their
customers - just three of the traits that
make out Great British furniture ‘great’.
IT IS furniture for any age, style,
budget or taste. IT IS for the traditional,
contemporary, classical or modern home
and ofﬁce and contract markets. IT IS
desired and admired the world over.

ASK if IT IS
British or look out
for the label

BEST OF BRITISH

New home for history

Parker Knoll’s Castlewood facility

Parker Knoll has moved to a state of the art factory
The start of the year saw Parker Knoll
move into its new 100,000sqft facility in
Castlewood Business Park, one of the
prime industrial and distribution
locations in the East Midlands.
Quickly recognised as the most state
of the art furniture manufacturing
facility in the UK, Parker Knoll’s advanced
single storey factory with a two-storey
office block plays host to more than 250
staff.
British craftsmanship remains at the
heart of the business and aligns with the
core brand promise, which sees it
dedicated to unremitting improvements
throughout; from machinery and fabric

advancements to developments in
ensuring a coherent and seamless
customer experience. Each piece of
furniture is handcrafted to meet the
highest possible standards, with every
product characterised by its premium
quality, enduring design and attention to
detail.
Now, with the capacity for significant
growth, Castlewood will provide the
opportunity for further expansion. The
new site, just off Junction 28 of the M1,
which also connects directly to the A38,
provides excellent transport links and will
support Parker Knoll’s outreach to
independent retailers in the UK.

Amelie sofa from the Maison collection in Carrera Heather (above) and Sky Lime fabric (right)
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Following on from the company’s
147-year history and ongoing success, at
the end of 2015, it launched Maison. The
design-led collection is available in
exclusive fabrics, designed to broaden
the brand’s appeal in the market and
demonstrates its commitment to
continual innovation and product
refinement.
The latest Parker Knoll collections for
2016, which were recently showcased
at the January Furniture Show, include
new fabric collections for spring 2016 as
well as the Sloane, a casual yet classic
seating range.
Visit: www.parkerknoll.co.uk

Spring

LONG POINT
9 t h – 1 1 t h M ay 2 0 1 6

www.longeatonguild.co.uk
Te l : 0 7 9 0 2 0 3 2 1 0 1

BEST OF BRITISH
Jet Gel, an
Enchanted bed
featuring
Sleepzone
springs

Lancashire hot spot
Sweet Dreams’ divans and Comfort Zone Sofas’ upholstery are made in the UK
Sweet Dreams has developed three
luxury collections: Pocket Air, Royal
Pillowtop and Enchanted.
Featuring beds with encapsulated
pocket or Sleepzone springs, completely
set within a foam frame, the Enchanted
collection ticks many boxes for lovers of
luxury combined with practicality. The
extra support this provides to the edge
of the bed is welcomed by many sleepers
who feel insecure on a traditional spring
unit bed; there is a definite cessation of
movement beneath at the bed’s edge
and this can be reassuring.
Most Enchanted beds feature fillings
such as silk or latex and have removable,

Etro, one of the new models
from Comfort Zone Sofas
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dry-cleanable covers: a boon for those
with allergies or who wish their mattress
to stay pristine. The divans are offered
with fabric headboards to match the
multi-storage option bases.
Showroom models come with branded
footmats and pillowcases and there are
POS totem banners on offer too.
The latest models from sister company
Comfort Zone Sofas in contemporary
designs and different price points, stirred
a lot of interest when launched at the
January Furniture Show. Among the
trendiest are Carmen, Etro, Vantage and
Penny Lane.
Carmen, boasting wide curvy arms and

an angled back, comes in a three-seater,
two-seater, chair and footstool. With a
hardwood frame, it uses Duratech carded
fibre in the seat cushions for long-lasting
resilience and support.
Penny Lane’s striking design has a hint
of retro and its unusual rounded shape
was a major talking point.
Elegant Etro, and Vantage, with its
contrasting two-tone effect, also
garnered a lot of attention at the show.
Comfort Zone Sofas is recruiting for
agents in many areas of the country,
following the latest collections’ success.
Visit: www.sweetdreamsuk.com
www.comfortzonesofas.uk.com

BEST OF BRITISH

Stamp of approval
Rest Assured’s Heritage collection has GHI accreditation
Rest Assured has 115 years of experience
in crafting luxurious comfortable beds
and mattresses, all created using
traditional techniques and styled to offer
a beautiful centrepiece to the bedroom.
Its Heritage collection has been
approved by the Good Housekeeping
Institute for the second year running,
having been praised for providing
comfort and a good night’s sleep. Rest
Assured is the first bed brand in the
country to receive a coveted
accreditation from one of the country’s
leading consumer testing bodies.
‘With 90 years of product testing under
its belt, 90% of consumers say they
would trust products carrying the GHI
logo and 91% admit they are more likely

to buy a product with it than a similar
product without it. The GHI is a
household name that is widely
recognised and respected by consumers,
and has the power to impact on
purchases,’ says Grace Moorhouse, Rest
Assured brand marketing manager.
‘The GHI is such an iconic and well
respected consumer research body, so
it’s a fantastic accolade to have formal
recognition for the Heritage collection.’
Windsor Memory Wool 2800 is one of
five styles in its Heritage range and is
exclusive to independent bed retailers.
It has 2,800 springs and wool filling.
The memory wool offers comfort,
support and pressure relief, while the
two layers of springs ensure enhanced

comfort and longevity for the user.
Being treated with Purotex – a textile
treatment that uses probiotics to clean
up house dust mite allergen – creates a
healthier sleeping environment, and has
received the seal of approval from
Allergy UK.
Windsor Memory Wool is available in
a selection of hand-upholstered fabric
options in four shades – Sandstone,
Ebony, Slate Grey and Tan – and
coordinating headboards.
There are storage options to suit all
bedroom shapes, with two-drawer, fourdrawer or ottoman base. The divan base
has deep fill beech drawers integrated
into the base.
Visit: www.rest-assured.co.uk

The Heritage collection received
recognition for its comfort levels

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Golden jubilee
Knoll marks the work of two
designers with a touch of gilt
As part of its celebration of the life and work of Harry
Bertoia, Knoll is to release an 18k gold-plated version
of his Diamond chair (pictured). The choice of gold
echoes the golden quality of Bertoia’s favoured
material beryllium, a copper alloy traditionally used to
make non-sparking tools for working with a live
current that is 50% more elastic than steel.
Knoll will also mark the 50th anniversary of the
Platner Collection with an 18k gold-plated version.
When he designed the living and dining collection
Warren Platner intended it to be gold-plated. However,
the technology of the time made gold plating in largescale production impossible, leading to the nickelplated steel version known today.
Visit: www.knoll.com
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Belgium

Pulse: the next generation
LVT from Quick-Step

BELGIUM

Pulse Sand Storm Oak Brown

Pulse Picnic Oak Ochre

Finger on the pulse
Quick-Step continues to advance its LVT
Synonymous with innovation and
quality, Quick-Step continues to be
a benchmark within the wood, laminate
and LVT sectors with products that
push the envelope of design and
performance.
Last year the company redefined
laminate with the launch of its
Impressive waterproof laminate flooring.
Now with Pulse, the latest collection of
Livyn LVT, it has developed what it says is
the most stable vinyl flooring, which will
be in stores in May.
But it is not just Pulse’s stability under
extreme temperature that’s attracting
attention, this floor is more realistic,
hard-wearing, water-tight, warm, soundabsorbent and free of phthalates. Such is
the technological shift that it could be
seen as a new generation of LVT.
Pulse offers 20 designs that pay
homage to the latest interior trends. Oak
remains a favourite for flooring and so is
a mainstay within the range, yet the
collection also celebrates the wave of
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Scandinavian design with pine looks and
the rise of the rustic with vintage effects.
The design team has looked at every
detail to create the best in realism.
Quick-Step makes its LVT in a unique
way that means Pulse matches the
surface texture to the woodgrain
beneath. Across the extra long and
super-wide planks, the look is even more
dramatic. The company’s state of the art
LVT factory in Wielsbeke has enabled it
to introduce Pulse, containing many
technologies that simply weren’t possible
before.
A unique horizontal process not too
dissimilar to the production of its
laminate floors is used. This process
eliminates much of the stress placed
upon the product during manufacture,
and along with the composition and click
system provides Livyn floors with its
dimensional stability.
Extensive testing by Quick-Step’s
research and development team has
found that Pulse floors are exceptionally

resistant to high temperatures, offering
the most stable LVT for floating
installation currently on the market.
Next comes the special embossing
machine that gives Pulse its signature
matching structure. This high-tech
equipment introduces a tactility not seen
before and Quick-Step believes it is only
just starting to realise the potential of the
technology.
Taking up nearly a third of the
production line, Livyn floors undergo a
heating, cooling and reheating process
under strictly controlled conditions,
ridding the floors of any remaining
tension to provide even more stability.
Finally comes the ‘Five S principle’ of
wear layers that protects the shine (a
constant matt finish features on Livyn),
and protects against stains, scuffs,
scratches and scents. Most marks and
spills can simply be wiped away with a
damp cloth, and even tough stains like
marker pen are quickly removed.
Visit: www.quick-step.co.uk

BELGIUM

Pulse Cotton Oak Natural

Pulse Cotton Oak Warm Grey

Pulse Autumn Oak Warm Grey

Pulse Sea Breeze Oak Beige

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Keeping up
the pace
Balta is again investing in new products

Satino Romantica

Satino Royal
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Balta Broadloom’s product additions for the first half of 2016 are
firmly in place, with more than a dozen new products destined
for retailers in the coming weeks.
Sensit and Satino are Balta’s focus on the soft-touch sector of
the market.
‘Consumers prefer the softness and comfort of soft-touch
carpets rather than practical features such as carpets being
bleach-cleanable. Products such as Satino are showing what the
use of nylon as a fibre does. We want to ensure the right
balance of softness and resilience,’ says Geert Vanden Bossche,
Balta marketing director.
Investing in bringing new products to the market is vitally
important to the group, with a quarter of its sales last year
coming from products introduced in 2015.
‘We will continue at the same pace of developing new
products,’ adds Filip Poelman, Balta sales director.
G Grand Prix and Hampton Bays, the heathers version of Grand
Prix, head the forthcoming Balta introductions. Using two-ply
Xtron yarn they are available in 4m and 5m widths with a
2,650g pile weight.
G Berber Trail uses two-ply Xtron in 4m and 5m widths with a
1,150g pile weight.
G Stainsafe Shepherd Twist has an updated colour palette and
a new heathers version.
G Sensit Heathers has a pile weight of 2,000g in 4m and 5m
widths.
G Wonderweave is a basket weave style loop with a pile
weight of 580g.
G Satino Royce is twin-backed and has a pile weight of 2,000g.
G Nature, Nature Design Inspiration and Nature Design Vintage

BELGIUM

Crown Floors Easy Clean tombola

Crowning glory

Berber Trail

Crown Floors has rebooked for the Flooring Showcase at
the January Furniture Show for 2017 and will have a larger
stand at The Flooring Show this year.
The end of March/early April will see the introduction of
three Crown ranges: Ascot, Burlington and Chatsworth, all
available in 4m and 5m widths.
Ascot uses two-ply Satin Soft yarn with a pile weight of
2,010g in 12 colours ranging from London Clay and Luxury
Linen to Imperial Black and four greys.
Burlington uses two-ply Extra Strong yarn with a pile
weight of 1,140g in eight colours ranging from Windsor
Porcelain and Antique Porcelain to Colonial Beige and
Grey Horse.
Chatsworth uses two-ply Extra Strong yarn with a pile
weight of 2,660g in 18 colours ranging from Candle Cream
and Crispy Cake to Silver Crown and Emperor Grey.
The ranges are supported by new tombolas with space
for 74 samples.
‘Crown is seeing very strong growth as the ranges are
now being taken by buying group members who are
understanding the product and the service provided,’ says
Poelman.

Stainsafe Shepherd Twist

are three flatweaves than can be used outdoors as well as
indoors.
G The Chelsea Harbour wilton has a pile weight of 1,320g with
12 options held in stock and many more specials are available
in six colours with a minimum order of two rolls.
G Traffic is a cut pile graphic range for the contract sector in a
4m width in 100% polypropylene with gel backing and fire
retardant actionback.
G Sensit’s POS will also be updated next month.
Visit: www.baltabroadloom.com

Geert Vanden Bossche (left) and Filip Poelman
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by balta

soft & luxurious

carpet
with a silk-like look

www.baltagroup.com
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Buzz introduces a touch of nostalgia

Group
effort
Beaulieu International
Group’s wide spectrum of
products has been based
on four key trends this year

Inspiration
The group highlighted four trends at
Domotex that shaped its products for
2016.

SENSE
We go back to an easier life that evolves
around quality. With subtle lines and
fine materials as a starting point, Sense
types shun fashion statements, gaudy
interiors and loud colours. Interiors
have a warm Scandinavian look, with
lots of matt tones. Subtle interiors with
design accents fit in this mindset.

BLOOM
Most of us have sedentary jobs, we’re
turning into office beasts, but it’s not
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healthy so everyone wants to go out.
We’re looking to get in touch with
nature, co-suming is the new mindset:
the new ‘having’ is ‘sharing’: the car, the
house, the garden, our wardrobe.
Bloom interiors show a lot of green
shades, matching jolly and bright
colours: colours that make you happy.

GLAM
Glam people are spenders, they want to
enjoy life without feeling guilty: money
is transient and it is wise to enjoy
luxury instead. Glam is baroque and
over the top. Interiors combine rich
textures and sensual fabrics with
antiques. Opulent and exuberantly

romantic. You select objects with a
history, objects from your past, and
turn them into something new. Unique,
eccentric and slightly decadent.

SOURCE
The Internet is everywhere but Source
people need to be disconnected: they
love working with their hands,
experimenting, back to the craft. They
love everything that is pure and
authentic: making coffee, homemade
bread, ancient toys. Source interiors are
characterised by ancient furniture and
rougher materials, hand-knotted
carpets on a rough parquet, animal
skins, earthy or stone-erosion colours.

BELGIUM

The results
VINYL
Beauflor has introduced four collections.
Buzz introduces a touch of nostalgia.
Inspired by ancient Portuguese ceramics
and Victorian patterns, the collection has
a beige, grey and blue colour palette that
matches the Bloom and Sense trends.
Project comes in black and white with
a combination of unicolour and
patterned all over and has a more
practical appearance, ideal for the more
functional rooms of the home.
Galaxy offers a wide range of colours,
designs, tiles and woods, in a grey and
beige colour palette.
Magnum is a 4.3mm thick collection
with a 0.4mm wear layer and PU lacquer,
designed for heavy-duty domestic use.
Its deep wood embossing finish gives it a
natural appearance.
ARTIFICIAL GRASS
Tuftgrass was expanded with a 60mm
pile height, while its Xtinguish
technology prevents artificial grass from
burning and greatly reduces smoke
emissions. The company says it is the first
30mm artificial grass that combines
softness, maximum safety and ease of
installation, since no infill or spraying is
needed.
CARPET
Ideal’s Touche is a new generation of
super-soft carpets, in polyamide as well
as polypropylene. The polyamide

portfolio now offers six ranges: Silk,
Satine, Blush, Origin, Noor, and Sense,
with pile weights ranging from 600g to
2,200g.
NEEDLE FELT
The Needtile collection includes 14
needle felt tile ranges, with pile
weights of 250g to 1,500g, varying from
250g/m to 1.500g/m with a colour
palette suitable for residential and
commercial markets. Each collection is
presented as a vinyl LP in different
genres, inviting shoppers to select a
melody and translate the beat into their
floor pattern.
LAMINATE
BerryAlloc’s Grand Avenue and Stone
collections have been restyled with a
new colour palette and designs,
matching the Source mindset. Grand
Avenue includes extra long and wide
planks of 2,410mm x 236mm while
Stone comes in 1,200mm x 300mm and
600mm x 300mm sizes.
PARQUET
BerryAlloc moved to broaden its
customer base with Ambition, aimed at
first-time home owners. It has translated
their expectations into the collection:
besides the traditional colours and
designs, it also offers more bold colours,
such as the denim parquet, befitting the
Bloom mindset.
Visit: www.bintg.com

Ambition is an entry level collection

Tuftgrass now includes a 60mm pile height

Touche Satine

Touche’s POS was launched at Domotex

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Personal choices
BerryAlloc’s Pure vinyl planks are proving popular with consumers,
here’s what some of them decided to use in their homes

Katy and Nathan picked Toulon Oak 109S

Nothing beats the feeling of coming home after a hard day’s work
and relaxing in the warm surroundings of a cosy living room. No
one knows this better than Katy and Nathan. That’s why they fell for
the pleasant feel of vinyl plank flooring.
‘In our living room we like everything to be calm and cosy. Shoes
off, lie on the sofa and enjoy. No stress, just relax. To create that
atmosphere we picked a warm floor that reflected our lifestyle.
‘The BerryAlloc Pure vinyl plank collection came in a wide variety
of designs and colours. There were more than 40 unique and
exclusive wood and tile designs. With such a wide range, from soft
to more rustic, we had no trouble finding the floor we liked. The
click system made it really easy to install.
‘Today, we enjoy the realistic look of our Pure floor, and its warm
wood structure and subtle bevels. Home sweet home,’ says Nathan.

Ann opted for Lime Oak 963M in the bedrooms
Patricia and
Eric chose
Lime Oak 966D

Tastes vary and not just in terms of food. When it comes to interior
design different people like different things. Are you into country or
urban styles? Do you prefer modern or classic? Patricia and Eric had
a taste of the Pure collection and were delighted.
‘A kitchen floor isn’t about style alone. It has to fit into the bigger
picture. It needs to be practical, easy to clean and hard wearing. The
kitchen is the centre of our home and the place where everybody
comes together to eat, drink, work and play. Once in a while things
get spilt on the floor or someone runs over it in dirty shoes,’ says
Patricia. ‘That’s why we fell for Pure vinyl planks. They are easy to
install, available in any design and colour, and maintenance-friendly.
All you need is water and a cleaning product to keep the floor in
tip-top condition. The pleasant feeling of warmth and silence is a
nice bonus.’
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The bedroom is a place to enjoy a good night’s sleep.
That’s why it has to feel comfortable, and soothe all
your senses. ‘Our kids are allergic to dust, so we
wanted to be sure the environment was hygienic and
easy to clean,’ says Ann.
‘A friend of ours suggested we lay Pure vinyl planks
in all the bedrooms. They come in a wide range of
designs and colours, and have the right qualities to
create a nice, quiet bedroom environment. The special
acoustic vinyl top layer provides an ultra-light walking
sound and a soft and warm surface. No noise of your
children’s feet when they’re running around and no
more cold feet when you have to get out of bed at
night. Moreover, the vinyl coating makes the floor easy
to clean and ultra hygienic. You just need a little water
and a mop.’

Discover our new ranges...

Traditions for life
With the collections
Tradition Elegant, Tradition
Quattro, Tradition Sculpture
and Tradition Sapphire,
Balterio sets the standard
in 9 mm high quality
laminate flooring.

DISCOVER THE 328
BARN OAK AND 001 WILD
MESQUITE IN TRADITION
SCULPTURE AND FEEL THE
WARMTH OF AN INTERIOR
TOUCHED BY NATURE.
THE .  - 
GIVES THIS LAMINATE THE LOOK
AND FEEL OF USED WOODEN
FLOORS MARKED WITH SAW CUTS.
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and crafted
decors reflect
a traditional
look
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Tradition Elegant, 706 Barley Oak
Tradition Sapphire, 090 Yukon Teak
Tradition Sculpture, 134 Sutton Hickory
Tradition Sculpture, 001 Wild Mesquite
Tradition Sapphire, 089 Malt Teck
Tradition Sculpture, 328 Barn Oak
Tradition Quattro, 925 Cévennes Oak

5.
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Above: Pure Wood in Velvet Oak Ivory
Right: Pure Wood in English Oak Gold
Left: Pure Wood in Pacific Oak Natural

Digital evolution
Balterio has unveiled the fruits of its €20m investment
Balterio’s new digital printing line for
laminate flooring offers huge
opportunities for the in-house
development of designs and colours,
greater flexibility and responsiveness to
the market, and technical solutions for
laminate flooring with extremely high
wear and impact resistance.
The world of real wood and parquet
was the main source of inspiration for
the development of the Pure Wood
collection. It creates an authentic wood
feel and brings together the finest wood
decors in a collection of 12 timeless
colours for the UK market. The authentic
character of each decor is enhanced by
the ‘wood sensation’ finish and the
subtlety of the new parquet V-groove.
Pure Wood differs from conventional
laminate in five ways:
Ultra HD printing technique: This
provides precision, depth and contrast.
Every knot and grain is sharp and vibrant.
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Natural variety: Every plank in every
design has been engineered to create a
natural, attractive impression: the repeat
has been enhanced to every 28 planks
leaving a more realistic look to the
finished floor.
Parquet V-groove: The natural
character of the Pure Wood planks is
enhanced by the subtle parquet
V-groove. The design and character of
the flooring continues into the parquet
V-groove.
Wood feel: An extremely transparent
matt lacquer finish in the top layer
contributes to the authentic character.
Urethane lacquers in the top layer also
make them warm and pleasant under
foot.
High durability: It is AC5/Class 33
laminated flooring, with high wear and
impact resistance, with a 33-year
residential warranty.
Thickness is 9mm, plank size is

190.5mm x 1,261mm and the nonpattern repeat is 6sqm. A toast rack
display has been developed for it.
For the commercial sector, Balterio
offers the Traffic collection. It is an 8mm
190.5mm x 1,261mm plank in 11 designs
and colours from traditional oak and
limed to teak and multi-plank. With
AC6/Class33 wear and impact resistance,
it is suitable for commercial use and its
anti-static character means Traffic can be
installed in offices.
Balterio is enjoying strong growth in
the UK, and by the end of May should
have 1,200 new displays in stores: up
from 400 two years ago.
‘We will maintain our focus as a
specialist in laminate, rather than
diversifying into other product
categories, and our position in the
market,’ says Ian Shuttleworth, Balterio
national sales manager.
Visit: www.balterio.com

BELGIUM

Sweet
sixteen
Millennium Weavers has
added to its offer
Millennium Weavers continues to widen
its product offer with three carpet ranges
added at Domotex along with an update
to its Eden artificial grass collection.
The additions increase the company’s
carpet ranges to 16.
Weavers Twist uses Luxury Millsoft
polypropylene two-ply yarn. ‘A twist pile
with some new dark, grey and silver
shades. All feedback is that we have
another winner. It is 1,000g and with the
benefit of being 4m and 5m wide with
nine great colours. Because of its quality
and highly competitive price point, this
will be the perfect choice for the housing
sector’, says Jan Van Damme, Millennium
Weavers ceo. Weavers Twist will be
introduced this month.
Charm is a 1,400g Saxony with a soft
Luxury Millsoft polypropylene two-ply
yarn available in 10 colours and 4m and
5m widths. It is bleach cleanable and has
a 10-year warranty and 10-year stain
guarantee. ‘We had a great reaction to
this range,’ says Van Damme. Charm will
be introduced in May.
After being previewed at The Flooring
Show in September, Domotex saw the
official debut of Inspiration.
‘The reaction to this stunning Saxony
was unbelievable. It is set to take the UK
by storm. Offered in 13 stunning, modern
shades, 4m and 5m widths, unrivalled
touch and feel thanks to our Luxury
Millsoft yarn system coupled with the
usual Millennium Weavers wear and stain
warranties, this product has it all,’ says
Van Damme.
The Eden artificial grass collection
offers six ranges, all a combination of
polypropylene and polyethylene. Heaven
is olive green with a pile height of 20mm
and a weight of 2,000g. Paradise is olive
green with a pile height of 30mm and a
weight of 2,500g. Xanadu is olive green
with a pile height of 38mm and weight
of 2,800g. Sky is lemon green with a pile

Above: Charm is supported by new POS
Below: Eden has a choice of eight styles
Bottom: Weavers Twist uses Millsoft yarn

height of 20mm and a weight of 2,000g.
Arcadia is lemon green with a pile height
of 30mm and a weight of 2,500g. Utopia

is lemon green with a pile height of
38mm and a weight of 2,800g.
Visit: www.millenniumweavers.be
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Chevron Columns Classic in Impress Country Oak 54852 and 54880

Triangles Luxury in Impress Country Oak 54880 and 54991 and Transform
Classic Oak 24235

Geometricks
Moduleo’s latest innovation allows
for personalised flooring
Like many of the best ideas, the thinking behind Moduleo
Moods is simple: take 10 shapes and combine them to create an
individual floor. By mixing combinations of a standard plank,
medium plank, small plank, slim plank, short plank two
chevrons, hexagon, diamond and triangle an almost limitless
selection of floors can be created.
The planks are based on a width that is four or eight times
the height of the plank. Every rectangular plank is half, double
or a third of the size of the other planks to create maximum
flexibility and compatibility. Geometric shapes interlock at
oblique angles to create intricate and daring kaleidoscopic
patterns.
Moduleo has created 110 designs using its Transform and
Impress LVT ranges that, when ordered with the order code, it
knows which pattern and colour combination is required and
can quickly work out the amount needed for the project.
Customers can also create their own look.
For example, the Chevron Columns pattern is a striking
decorative combination of the chevron basic pattern with a slim
plank forming a stripe along the length of the floor. This creates
a colonial look emphasising the length of the room.
The Diamond Origami design gives the impression of a
stylised flock of birds travelling across the floor in an abstract
and gentle play of geometric lines and dynamic and angular
shapes.
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Diamond Origami in Transform Verdon Oak 24280 and 24117 and Impress
Country Oak 54991

Easily the boldest and powerful pattern in the collection is
Triangles. Its large angular shapes have a strong presence and
dominant rhythm that plays a leading role in even the most
expressive of rooms.
Not all designs are as bold, with basket weave, herringbone,
staggered columns, hexagon, honeycomb, chevron and
staggered bands options also available.
Visit: www.moduleo.co.uk

BELGIUM

Double act
IVC Group’s Avenue and Leoline
vinyl brands continue to innovate
‘Our in-house design development is something we are very
proud of and it is responsible for keeping Avenue and Leoline at
the very forefront of flooring style,’ says Victoria Hemelaer,
Avenue and Leoline product manager.
‘Well before we launch a new collection, we spend a huge
amount of time researching trends; bringing key colours,
textures and materials together to create moods and then use
these to decide on the direction of our looks. The new designs
show this development in action, with more rustic woods,
greys, contemporary stone tiles and a mineral look with our
metallic prism chips.’
From the hexagonal stone of James to the grey-washed
distressed wood of Verbier and herringbone stone of Bilbao,
Avenue’s Ultimate Style features 12 new designs alongside the
existing seven. Underlining the growing dominance of grey as
the major colour trend for 2016, Ultimate Style captures hues
from charcoal to cloud filtered through the textures and
patterns of natural materials. The palette also makes a feature of
warm grey browns, bringing a hearty feel for more traditional
homes.
‘We’ve worked hard to make sure that Ultimate Style delivers,
well, the ultimate in flooring style for the home,’ says Hemelaer.
‘The new designs bring the latest trends – hexagon tiles,
herringbone stones and weathered woods – with a palette of
greys that others will soon be following as it is the hottest
colour for the home for 2016.’
From a new chip-effect that brings multicoloured metallic

Leoline’s Mercury XT Allure

Leoline commissioned rising Belgian fashion designer Tess Taelman to
create stunning coats made from Leoline flooring

glimmer to a range of contemporary mineral looks in Pueblo to
seven carefully selected woods that represent popular and
trend-led options, Leoline’s Mercury XT is ready to take on the
busiest of family homes. Such is the performance of this
cushion floor collection that it is also suited for Class 32 general
commercial applications.
The Mercury XT collection is all about contemporary style.
‘Whether this comes in a natural look with brand new woods
such as the rustic cross-cut grey of Sorbonne or richly grained
Allure, or a mineral look with the 10 stunning Pueblo decors,
the end result is exactly the same, a floor that delivers lasting
performance and a safer surface underfoot,’ adds Hemelaer.
Visit: www.avenuefloors.co.uk
www.leoline.co.uk

Avenue’s Ultimate Style Bilbao
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Left: Moduleo Maritime Pine
Right: Avenue Floors
Ultimate Style Noblesse
Below: Moduleo Latin Pine

Making waves
Design and innovation keeps IVC Group at the helm of the vinyl market
While IVC Group is Europe’s largest manufacturer of
heterogeneous vinyl, it is also making waves in the LVT and
commercial sectors. So much so it is investing £138m in two
new factories to double its LVT production, reflecting the
success of Moduleo.
Yet the company’s strength is in not just its size, but also in
the attention it pays to design development and product
innovation.
Running a design and innovation hub at its Belgian
headquarters, IVC Group creates unique designs that aren’t
available anywhere else. A team of designers and product
managers works constantly on developing collections, looking
for trends at international design events and much closer to
home too, scouring magazines and the Internet for emerging
looks.
IVC is also focused on research and development in vinyl
flooring and has been the first to market with many innovations
in heterogeneous vinyl. It also means that IVC Group has some
of the most advanced production facilities in the world. The
manufacturer has also invested heavily in minimising the
impact of vinyl flooring, eliminating potentially harmful
ingredients from compositions and utilising renewable energy
wherever possible.
This constant development is of course costly, but it is
something that has kept IVC Group right at the forefront of
design development in all the sectors in which it operates. The
growth experienced with the relatively young Moduleo and Itec
Contract Floors is testament to this model working well and of
course, the track-record of Leoline and Avenue means it has
long-term value too.
Of course, this innovation and investment would mean
nothing without customer service and IVC Group is continually
looking for new ways to improve right through the supply
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chain. From introducing more designs and decors to provide
better choice and improved performance features at lower price
points to ensuring a reliable supply of products in stock and
ready to ship, as well as improved touch points for retailers and
consumers alike, all brands benefit from a focus on delivering
excellence. Doubled capacity for LVT production will also help
the manufacturer to respond to the demand for its Moduleo
brand.
The success of IVC Group, with the production of more than
100million sqm of flooring a year, demonstrates that an
unwavering commitment to continued investment in design
and manufacturing does not go unnoticed. Through its four
brands; Avenue, Leoline, Itec Contract Floors and Moduelo, the
IVC Group provides retailers across the country with some of
the most technically advanced vinyl flooring available today,
backed by customer service and value.
Visit: www.ivcgroup.com

Mercury XT
Bringing powerful performance to living and
working spaces with added slip-resistance, the
new Mercury XT collection features 17 trend
deﬁning looks, including 10 stunning contemporary
chip effects and 7 modern woods.

BELGIUM

Making
a splash
Parcolys Flooring
adds colours and
new partnerships

Parcolys Flooring has expanded the look
of its waterproof flooring and unveiled
two major partnerships.
Its Ceramics by Aquastep collection
has been increased from four colours to
nine in the UK.
‘Ceramics by Aquastep is a two in one
product as you can use it on walls and
floors. It has been tested so it is now
suitable for use in showers. It has been
given a PN12 anti-slip rating with bare
feet and PC10 with footwear,’ says
Dominique Santens, Parcolys Flooring
owner.
Aquastep Mini now offers a 167mm x
390mm size while the original Aquastep
product has a 600mm x 167mm size that
is half the normal plank. Five shades –
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Black Forest Oak, Alpine Oak, Ardennes
Oak, Pure Oak and Pyrenees Oak – in
1,500mm x 295mm planks have also
been added to the Parcolux range.
All products are compatible with
underfloor heating up to 40degC and
Aquastep and Ceramics by Aquastep can
be used in conservatories.
The new colours will see identical
accessories such as skirting boards
introduced, alongside an L profile for
corners and finishing in grey, brown,
white and aluminium.
Parcolys Flooring has become a
strategic partner in a three-year contract
with the €41bn turnover Saint Gobain
group, owner of Jewson, Ideal
Bathrooms, Graham and British Gypsum
in the UK and operations in 66 countries.
It has also struck a deal with €550m
turnover building material group
Deceuninck Plastics that will introduce
an own-label range of Ceramics by
Aquastep tiles in six colours. This could
see the product sold in 3,000 stores
across Europe by the end of the year.
Visit: www.parcolysflooring.be

Parcolys Flooring’s
products can be
used in a variety of
settings where its
waterproof and antislip abilities come to
the fore
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BELGIUM
Left: Demand has increased for
artificial grass
Below: Touchdown will be a
collection of supersoft carpets
Bottom: Taste of Luxury brings
together Lano’s premium ranges

A big year
Lano is hoping for even more success
With an international turnover growth of
23% during 2015, Lano is looking to
continue its impressive development
with further investment for 2016, along
with introductions to provide retailers
with an even wider choice of styles.
As displays hit stores, Lano is hoping
for big things this year from the Taste of
Luxury collection, bringing together its
premium lines, including SmartStrand,
polyamide, wool and bamboo. The Taste
of Luxury collection is redefining the
manufacturer’s upper-tier offering in a
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collection designed to appeal to
homeowners looking for quality and
unique style.
The Touchdown brand is also looming
large, as Lano introduces a collection of
supersoft carpets. Made from Eccelena
yarn and with luxurious textures and
on-trend colour palettes, these new lines
are in-tune with consumer style and are
ready to fulfil the growth in demand that
has been felt in the sector.
Among these launches Lano is
remembering some of its most enduring

ranges, giving colour updates across
collections to make sure they continue
their success.
The company has also experienced a
huge increase in demand for its artificial
grass products as UK consumers look for
a low maintenance solution in the
garden. Offering all year round green,
Lano has responded with a collection of
artificial grasses at every price point
through its Lano Landscaping division,
offering retailers entry into this growing
market.
But range introductions and updates
are only half the story for Lano this year.
After an investment last year of some
€3m in machinery to make production as
efficient as possible, the manufacturer
shows no signs of slowing down and is
finishing the development of purposebuilt offices. A new IT system that will do
much to streamline ordering and provide
customers with improved support will
also be launched.
Following an extraordinarily successful
2015, Lano continues to reaffirm its
status as one of Belgium’s most
successful independent carpet
manufacturers.
Visit: www.lano.com

BELGIUM

Heritage for today
Evolving design meets established values

Left: Mad Men in Blue Avenue
Above: Mad Men in Columbus Gold
Below: Mosaiq in Grey Shade

The finest raw materials, vast weaving
experience and an eye for the latest in
design combine at Belgian broadloom
and rug producer Louis de Poortere to
keep the brand at the top of a
competitive market.
This manufacturer strengthens its
standing year on year, developing on the
ideas of a dedicated staff who thrive on
constant evolution. Whether broadloom,
stair runners or flatweave rugs are the
current focus, continuous improvement
is the goal.
Vertically integrated with its own
spinning mill and dye plant, it can keep
close tabs on every stage of the
production process, ensuring each piece
is befitting of its high standards. It is
proud of its heritage and roots, founded
upon the talents of Flemish weavers, and
striving to introduce innovative products
into its versatile portfolio.
Wilton carpets is where its reputation
has been built, exacting manufacturing
standards combining with high quality
materials for that distinctive Louis de
Poortere feel. Introducing extra resilience
and appearance retention to the home,
these carpets will take pride of place for
years, whether a plain, stripe or a more
creative pattern.
It is also known for the production of
beautiful flatweave rugs. Collections such
as Fading World, Cameo and Vintage
have earnt acclaim from retailers and
homeowners through their established
classic designs.
The company is a manufacturer far

from stuck in its ways. Understanding
that intense research and development is
a necessity in today’s packed residential
market, it invests heavily in trend
development. This has led to
contemporary twists in new collections,
achieved through a dedicated design
team constantly liaising within coveted
design circles, picking up key trend
pointers and influences for future
product development direction.
With this in mind, it is fair to say new
rug collections Mad Men and Mosaiq are
a departure from the heritage style that
has treated Louis de Poortere so well.
Whether Rockefeller Blue, Office Gold
or Empire Red catches the eye this
season, Mad Men has a colourway for
most interiors and commands attention
with its contemporary mix of broken
lines, shiny yarns and ragged pencil
strokes. This is bold design crafted in a

mix of cotton chenille and high gloss
polyester.
Sister collection Mosaiq brings a
similarly modern approach in 100%
cotton chenille. Holding contemporary
geometric patterns that play on a feel of
added texture and rustic tones, Mosaiq
makes full use of the company’s skill and
craftsmanship to yield a premier
jacquard flatweave.
Taking creativity to new levels, Louis
de Poortere delivers design innovation
and quality with each striking collection.
The brand will never forget its family
roots and values, but this is an exciting
time for the Belgian producer as it looks
to evolve in both broadloom and rugs.
Backed by first class service, flooring and
furniture retailers can rest easy when
presenting this portfolio to valued
customers.
Visit: www.louisdepoortere.com
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Spreading its wings
Ultimate Rug Company is enjoying growth
Since the launch of the HMC Rug
collection in January 2015 the Ultimate
Rug Company has seen a vast increase in
its presence in the UK marketplace. The
new brand and its Prestige wool
collection has led the company into new
areas.
To maximise the impact of the ranges,
Ultimate has embarked on several
partnerships with manufacturers
equipped to produce the highest quality
ranges at the best optimal price points.
This has led to the launch of its polyester
shaggy ranges, spearheaded by the
Mayfair quality with an 8cm pile height
and a fully stocked size range up to
2.4m x 3.4m.

As well as these developments, there is
a definite trend development into classic
and crossover products that have been
developed with strategic partners in fine
Heatset yarn and worsted three-ply New
Zealand yarn, as used on the Keshan
Supreme range.
Other ranges enhance this offer with
Shalimar using the vibrant colours and
original colours of Gabbeh influences;
Empress showcases the beauty of
Aubusson designs with rich use of highlow pile; and Country House, which
draws from the great English heritage of
the designs of William Morris.
The established Vintage classical range
has been enhanced to embrace the

strong trend in silver and grey which
shows how classic Persian design can be
integrated into today’s strongest colour
influences to great effect.
A range of artisan woven Indo Kazak
has been introduced and is the
company’s first venture into handknotted products, a sector that will be
expanded over the coming months.
The Ultimate rug range has also been
enhanced with new qualities and designs
such as Luxury Stripe, and an addition in
supersoft lower pile polyester shaggy in
Indigo, also stocked in sizes up to 2.4m x
3.4m as the company enjoys success with
larger sizes in plain textured ranges.
In line with this growth in product
offer, the company has also undertaken a
major programme of continuous
improvement of its warehouse and sales
office functions to give improved
support to customers and ensure the
momentum generated is carried on to
the benefit of the company and its
increasing customer base.
Ultimate Rug Company, tel: 0161 339 2148

Above left: Web is from the Fusion range from
the Prestige collection
Above: Empress makes use of high-low pile
designs
Left: Keshan Supreme uses New Zealand yarn
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Chiara
Andreatti
designed the
Primitive
Weaves
collection

Cultures knit
Rugs inspired by techniques and
styles from different countries
CC Tapis’s Primitive Weaves collection by Chiara
Andreatti is inspired by Moroccan berber rugs,
infused with the rigorous Viennese geometric
graphics from the 20th century. A mixture of
Nepalese flatweave and different pile heights, the
combination of cultures and knotting techniques
make the six rugs rich in texture and aesthetics.
Born in Veneto, Italy, in 1981, after gaining a
degree in industrial design at IED in Milan in 2003
and studying for a masters at Domus Academy,
Andreatti has worked with designers including
Renato Montagner and Raffaella Mangiarotti. Since
2006, she has worked as a designer for studio Lissoni
Associati working in parallel on freelance projects
and with companies such as Covo, Non Sans Raison,
Reflex, Casamilano, Coin, Althea by Salese, CostiLab
and Armani Jeans.
Visit: www.cc-tapis.com
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Beds and
bedroom

Teramo 1400
Which? Best in test

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Sports stars on board

Sealy has partnered with athletes
to highlight the vital role of sleep
in sporting success
Having been a loyal customer for more than five years, Olympic
snowboarder Zoe Gillings-Brier is the latest sporting star to
team up with Sealy UK as part of its World of Sport campaign.
Promoting the significant impact sleep has on sporting
performance, the campaign is being backed by some of Britain’s
leading professional athletes including Gillings-Brier, who is
training hard to prepare for her fourth Winter Olympic Games in
PyeongChang, South Korea in 2018. With an impressive career
spanning 10 years, she has competed in snowboard cross
events around the world, with seven World Cup podiums,
including gold, under her belt. She is also a multi-European
Cup, FIS and National Cross Boarding Champion.
‘I’ve represented my country all over the world and have
always found that the amount of quality sleep I get has a direct
impact on my performance. I train intensively throughout the
summer, and spend three hours in the gym, five days a week.
I need a minimum of 9.5 hours sleep per night to feel fully
recharged,’ she says.
Snowboard cross events involve four to six snowboarders
racing down a narrow course that often includes sharp turns,
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This page
Left: Zoe Gillings-Brier helped
to launch Sealy’s bed selector
at the NBF Bed Show
Above: The snowboarder has
slept on a Sealy bed for the
past five years
Opposite page
Top: Zoe Gillings-Brier finished
ninth at the Sochi Winter
Olympics
Inset: Zoe Gillings-Brier
highlights storage options
Left: PyeongChang would be
Gillings-Brier’s fourth Olympics

jumps and other obstacles, challenging the riders’ ability to stay
in control while maintaining maximum speed, and it’s not
uncommon for racers to collide.
‘Due to the dangerous nature of the sport, I’ve become no
stranger to injury. In the past five years I’ve suffered from a
cracked skull, four concussions, a shattered left foot and several
back injuries. My back injuries were some of the most difficult
to recover from because even the smallest movement caused
me a lot of pain and made it incredibly difficult to sleep. Having
always been a restless sleeper, I often used to find myself
tossing and turning in the night – sometimes even falling off
my bed,’ she explains.
‘My Sealy bed has really helped to solve these problems. I’ve
slept on a lot of mattresses over the past 10 years and my Sealy
is by far the best I’ve ever experienced. It supports me
completely and has helped me to recover from minor strains
and bigger injuries, making sure my sleep routine is consistent
and of a high standard. I’m really excited to be involved with the
World of Sport campaign. I’ve slept on a Sealy bed for the past
five years and it’s done wonders for me and my training.’

Neil Robinson, Sealy UK sales and marketing director, says:
‘We’re absolutely over the moon to be supporting Zoe. She
works incredibly hard to represent her country and her training
regime is incredible – it’s only right the rest she gets is as good
as it can be.
‘At Sealy we understand the vital role sleep plays when it
comes to sporting success – that’s what our World of Sport
campaign is about. We’re dedicated to working with some of
the country’s leading athletes to ensure they enjoy the deep
sleep they need to be at the top of their game. We wish Zoe all
the best and look forward to witnessing her success in the
future competitions.’
Others taking part in the World of Sport campaign include
Commonwealth gold medallist Zoe Smith, who hopes to take
part in the Rio Olympics; triathlete and author Andrew Holgate,
and body builder Kim Wilson, winner of the British Natural
Bodybuilding Federations Miss Athletic in September 2015 and
placed bronze medalist in the Miss Athletic category at the
2015 DFAC Miami Pro-world Bodybuilding Championships.
Visit: www.sealy.co.uk/deeper-sleep/sealy-world-of-sport/
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17th & 18th May 2016
See the full Sealy range,
only viewable in its entirety
at Brooklands.
To reserve your place at our premier event of the year,
call 016973 20342.
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Still growing
A new finish and range have been added

Left: Oslo has an
oiled oak finish
Below: Toronto
has a new finish
Bottom: Oslo is
also available in
the dining room

Furniture Origins continues to widen its
offer, with an additional range and a new
look for an established collection.
‘The Toronto bedroom range is now
available in a delicate grey finish, taking
an already established product from
within our range but giving it of the
moment new colouration,’ says Barry
Webb, Furniture Origins sales director.
The Oslo bedroom and dining
collections bring another style of
product to add to the company’s breadth
of styles. This range takes a ‘through leg’
feature on an oiled oak contemporary
product, and has clean and simple,
but elegant styling with its curved
edges.

CONTACT
The direct container programme,
or wholesale purchases through
Classic Furniture, are supported
by the Furniture Origins area
managers:
Mike Brown: Scotland, Cumbria,
North East, and Yorkshire,
tel: 07831 572 601
Alan Endersbee: North West,
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North Wales, Midlands, East
Anglia, South East and Ireland,
tel: 07809 196 019
Andrew Cavaciuti: South West,
Avon, Wiltshire and South/Mid
Wales, tel: 07500 830 888
Barry Webb, business
development director, email:
barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk;
tel: 07702 603 971

THE ORIGINAL AND
STILL THE BEST

The OSLO Dining and Bedroom collections.
For enquiries, please contact barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk or call: 07702 603971

BEDS AND BEDROOM
Clockwise from top
left:
Bianca;
The new brochure;
Pandora;
Metz

New look
Dreamworks Beds has
revamped its sofabed collection
Dreamworks Beds’ collection of sofabeds
includes 10 styles plus its Pandora bedin-a-box. Designed and built by
traditional furniture makers, the range
offers novel, yet stylish solutions for
sleepovers, and with a choice of 100 new
fabrics, there is something to suit all
tastes and styles of rooms.
To complement the sofabeds,
matching sofas and chairs are available
on the majority of the range.
Dreamworks Beds prides itself on
innovative ideas that make a difference.
The Bianca sofabed features an easy
opening mechanism – the cushions don’t
even have to be removed, simply pull the
handle and within seconds you have a
comfortable bed.
For smaller rooms, the bestselling Metz
offers the simplicity of creating an instant
bed, while the cleverly designed Pandora
bed-in-a-box is great fun for kids’
bedrooms.
The sofabeds have high quality slats
for firm sleeping and bands to give
superior seating. All except Metz and
Pandora, have 12cm thick mattresses,
with the choice of either spring interior,
visco or luxury pocket spring options.
Their timber frame construction, and
heavy duty, easy open and close
mechanism, means they are designed to
last for many years
Dreamworks has a new brochure for its
sofabeds, sofas, chairs and fabrics.
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‘Our sofabed collection, with its
fantastic range of new fabrics, was
extremely well received at The AIS
Furniture Show where we had record
sales. The team had worked incredibly
hard, selecting the new fabrics,

producing the brochure and organising
the show, and I am delighted for
them that the show was such an
outstanding success,’ says Peter Delaney,
Dreamworks md.
Visit: www.dreamworksbeds.com

BEDS AND BEDROOM
Left: Safe Nights has
won awards from
Mother & Baby
magazine and website
Loved By Parents
Bottom left:
Mirapocket 1200 was
rated a Which? Best
Buy
Bottom right:
Miraform is springfree

Family affair
Silentnight prides itself on providing quality sleep solutions for the whole family
At the heart of the Silentnight business is
a commitment to quality, service and
innovation, which has seen the brand
bring a number of products to the
market recently.
Silentnight’s Safe Nights range
includes Airstream technology, bringing
comfort for baby and peace of mind for
parents with its temperature regulation.
Combined with a 3D mesh cover, all
three mattresses in the range focus on
the important elements of comfort and
safety.
From cot to first bed, the Silentnight
Healthy Growth range is designed for
children and young teens to support
their growth and development at a time
when it matters the most.
There is a large choice of mattresses
from the award winning Mattress-now
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collection to the new range of premium
options. Mattress-now goes from
strength to strength having again been
awarded the prestigious Which? Best Buy
status.
Pocket sprung mattresses have shown
fantastic growth in all channels. With
another accolade from Which? for its
Mirapocket 1200, described as ‘one of the
best value mattresses we have tested’ has
resulted in huge demand.
Innovation has been key for the brand,
for example the growth of the exclusive
Geltex mattresses. A unique combination
of superior comfort and temperature
control, it is the exclusive gel-infused
layer that offers customers a controlled
sleep environment.
Further innovation has seen the launch
of Miraform, a premium collection with

superior comfort and a distinctive look
and feel.
But innovation doesn’t stop at
Miraform, as more products are set to hit
the market this summer including a
contemporary bed frame collection
aimed at a younger style-conscious
consumer.
Key for the business is its ongoing
drive for quality. Silentnight continues to
steer the quality agenda and takes pride
in the continual investment in the
Barnoldswick factory and skilled
workforce. Focus on the apprenticeship
scheme has resulted in more recognition
for the brand, having received
widespread industry accreditation from
the Government at the National
Apprenticeship Awards 2015.
Visit: www.silentnight.co.uk

“It’s one of the best
value mattresses
we’ve tested.”

Mirapocket 1200 Mattress Awarded
Which?Best Buy June 2015
For more information call 01282 851111
or visit www.silentnight.co.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Look
north
Gallery Direct has a
trio of Scandi
influenced designs
Heligan

Kielder

As part of its 2016 product launches,
Gallery Direct has developed a range of
beds that are design led, personality
pieces that combine the best of
traditional craftsmanship with up to date
technology and exciting materials. Three
of these beds are part of collections that
take influence from Nordic and
Scandinavian style.
‘Our Kielder, Wycombe and Marlow
ranges offer coordinated looks for both
upstairs and downstairs living. With their
quality materials and craftsmanship and
universal appeal across different
generations, they provide really
commercial designs. Each range shows
individuality yet comes together to bring
a touch of Scandinavian style to a home,
while offering practicality and iconic
design,’ says James Hudson, Gallery
Direct business development director –
furniture.
The Heligan bedstead is made using
the traditional Lloyd Loom method.
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Available to fit standard double and king
mattresses, Heligan comes in a delicate
light grey with a soft, satin finish and
solid mindy ash legs, bringing a touch of
cool and calm.
The bed can be complemented
by the company’s extensive range of
Lloyd Loom occasional furniture

Strand

from the Hudson Living range.
Bold and glamorous, the classic
boudoir style Strand bedstead has fully
upholstered button detailing, bringing
together the materials to give a striking
finish. The made to order bed is available
in three sizes with high and low foot end
versions. Strand is available in more than
50 new fabrics, allowing consumers to
create their own style from boutique
hotel to contemporary loft living.
Along with Strand, the company has
introduced a range of made to order
upholstered furniture pieces available in
the choice of 50 fabrics.
Alongside the bed collection, Gallery
Direct now offers a range of UK made
mattresses. The Comfort range of nonturn mattresses has a contemporary style
with a quilted top and pocket springs,
memory foam, silk, cashmere and latex
fillings. The Luxury Mattress collection
features hand-stitched sides, pocket
springs and fillings such as pashmina,
cashmere and alpaca.
Visit: www.gallerydirect.co.uk

Our Heritage Collection offers affordable
luxury and exquisite style and has been
awarded Good Housekeeping Institute
approval for the 2nd year running!
To ﬁnd your nearest leading independent retailer visit
www.rest-assured.co.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Going global
House of Fraser has created four
trends inspired by travel and nature –
Traveller, Ceremony, Amazon and
Regatta. Visit: wwwhouseoffraser.co.uk

Ceremony Linea Home
Elegant in its simplicity, the Ceremony trend evokes a serene scene.
Traditional chinoiserie is reworked in a contemporary way and mixed with
simple geos and origami style textures and embroideries, showcasing the
understated beauty of both textiles and ceramics.

Regatta
Characterised by exuberant
print and pattern, Regatta offers a bold and
playful collection with a retro twist. Taking its cue from
the 1930s boat party, vintage florals and simple stripes
sit together against striking geometrics in a marine inspired
palette. ‘Opt for bright accents, simplified shapes and striking pattern against
crisp white for a stunning summer scheme,’ says designer Lois Vincent.

Amazon Linea Home

Traveller Linea Home
Global trail inspires the eclectic textures, prints and time-worn palette of the
Traveller trend. A veritable collection of textiles and nomadic finds exude
bohemian charisma, striking a balance between the old world and the new.
‘Weathered finishes and burnished metals underpin the mood; team with
kilim and paisley pattern for laid-back ambience full of mixed cultural
influences,’ says Sue Roberts, House of Fraser director of home design.
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Inspired by the lush foliage of exotic isles, this colour-rich collection
combines hand-drawn studies of tropical flora and fauna with the textured
simplicity of abstract mark making, brush strokes and tribal decoration.
Dynamic with a hint of nostalgia, the Amazon trend has a vibrant and
primitive feel across pattern, colour and craft. ‘A verdant colour palette of
sharp citrus, jade and fuchsia interspersed with captivating combinations of
dark wood and gold is the essence of this distinctive look,’ says Roberts.
‘Celebrate the summer season in exotic style by teaming graphic botanical
prints and rich textures with earthy glazed dinnerware. Contrast is key, so
add tribal patterned accessories and flashes of gold to complete this eclectic
scheme,’ says Kate Thompson, House of Fraser head of home buying.

Fall in love with your bedroom...
the Wiemann way

Introducing the VIP Catania and great value Imola,
our two big winners for 2016 in new
champagne and nocce finishes

Catania

Imola

Brought to you by

Litmus Furniture
T: 01482 635283 E: sales@litmusfurniture.co.uk
www.wiemannuk.co.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Sleep safe
Hypnos’ latest model has
an extra security feature

Left: A safe is
built-in to the
Regal divan
Below: The Regal
collection features
layers of natural
fabrics and a
quilted matrix
pattern

Royal warrant holder and bespoke bed
manufacturer, Hypnos, has launched the
Regal Collection and the innovative Yale
safe divan.
With more than 100 years’ experience
in quality craftsmanship, the Regal
collection of no-turn luxury firm
mattresses has generous layers of natural
fillings and a unique mix of wool,
cashmere, pashmina, camel hair and
mohair. They are covered with a wool
and viscose Belgian damask, creating a
luxurious and soft surface that can be
personalised by adding a loose comfort
layer, filled with Alpaca wool.
The mattress collection features a
quilted matrix-pattern designed to create
a series of individual upholstery cells to
optimise body support and ensure
postural alignment. Each cell acts as an
independent comfort zone, actively
helping to provide total body support
and long-term care for the mattress.
Hypnos’ partnership with Yale, one of
the best-known lock brands, means a
discretely hidden safe can be built into a
Hypnos Regal continental divan and
secured behind an upholstered drawer
front: simply push the drawer front to
reveal the safe.
The built-in safe provides customers
with peace of mind knowing that their
valuables are safely secured. For added
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protection the safe also comes
accredited with £1,000 of valuables and
£1,000 of cash protection. It features a
numbered keypad where a chosen code
or an override key can be used which is
hidden behind the Yale badge.
Alongside the option to add a
customised safe as well as drawers, the
range also boasts 45 upholstery fabrics,
a unique selection of headboard designs,
feet and the option of an upholstered
skirt. This creates a bespoke bed set that

can be designed around the customer’s
personal style and taste.
With the rising trend for creating a
boutique hotel look at home, giving
customers the options of large statement
headboards, in bohemian chic velvets,
while combining exquisite comfort,
luxury and functionality as a standard,
means the sleeper will receive the sleep
they want without compromising on
style, peace of mind or security.
Visit: www.hypnosbeds.com

Best of British
The pursuit of perfection – beautiful handcrafted pocket spring beds,
ds, with
ds
w a Royal Seal of Approval and
an unrivalled 10 year guarantee. Hypnos provides retailers with exquisitely
uisitely
sitely
tely tailored
t
beds; sublime comfort;
nsumer brand and excellent
exc
a choice of design options; a commitment to sustainability; a strong consumer
support.
Don’t miss out try the gorgeous new Regal Collection
ection
ti toda
today!
day

T: +44 (0) 1844 348200 | E: sleep@hypnosbeds.com | www.hypnosbeds.com
Hypnos is proud to be Carbon Neutral, complying with BS PAS 2060 Standard.

WHOLESALE

One stop service
Big Living wants to allow retailers access to many brands from one portal
‘Our experience with home interior
design is that most companies and
interior designers are unable to access a
wide range of products for their
customers using only one simple portal,’

says Jeewan Sagu, Big Living marketing
director.
In most cases, retailers and designers
have to use several accounts for different
products with high minimum orders and

Big Living offers a large range of home decor, lighting, bathroom and garden furnishing brands

The company provides a large furniture and lighting selection

high carriage costs. Big Living holds
accounts with some of the largest UK
manufacturers and suppliers from across
the world and says it can provide an easy
solution to manage projects quickly and
efficiently, saving time and money.
‘We can access any home interior
product even if it is not on
bigliving.co.uk, and at prices which are
competitive. Our in-house experts
provide full technical support to enable
you to select the right product for the
project. Big Living works on your behalf
to always negotiate the best prices with
suppliers and manufacturers,’ he says.
Sagu says Big Living offers:
G An online Trade portal for retailers,
interior designers, architects and
landscape designers;
G Trade savings for all account holders;
G A three-step online portal for quick,
efficient service and delivery;
G No minimum order, plus the ability to
choose from multiple suppliers in one
order;
G Low carriage charges regardless of
order value;
G Free deliveries for all orders over £500;
G Technical support and advice;
G Online invoicing with secure payments
using Sagepay, Paypal or telephone
ordering.
Customer Ricky Cheema, director of
Interior Village, Birmingham, says: ‘As a
small independent retailer, I was able to
order several products from different
manufacturers using the online Big
Living store. The whole service enabled
me to quickly receive a wide variety of
products that my customers wanted. I
would recommend Big Living as there is
no minimum order requirement and
carriage costs are low which helps my
margins. A real must for all retailers and
designers in the home interior design
business.’
Big Living, tel: 0121 667 8312
Big Living is offering a 10%
discount on initial orders.
Quote BIG10 when ordering at
www.bigliving.co.uk.
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LVT

Van Gogh Tawny Oak VGW91T

Van Gogh Lime Washed Cypress VGW95T

Click for
details
Karndean has a new
online presence
Karndean Designflooring is making it even easier to view the
intricate details and textures of its wood and stone designs with
its new website. It allows retailers to search designs by product,
by room and interior styles. With large, close up product images
to view, visitors can zoom in and out, and get closer than ever
before online.
Designed to offer inspiration and support retailers in-store,
the website offers decorating ideas to recreate individual styles.
‘Taking on a clean, modular layout, we had the end user in
mind when presenting superior product imagery,’ explains
Heather Horton, Karndean Designflooring head of digital and
communications. ‘It was important we were able to
demonstrate the intricate details of each product through our
imagery online, and offer inspiration zones for users.’
In addition to ordering samples and brochures, visitors can
access digital tools and apps including the recently updated
Floorstyle tool and Augmented Reality app with its new Style
Guide feature – allowing users to search by range, or by a
combination of look, tone and size options.
The company will be providing the flooring for two of Good
Homes’ roomsets at the Ideal Home Show from 18 March –
3 April, using French Oak, American Redwood, Mexican Cypress
and Scottish Beech from the Van Gogh collection.
Visit: www.karndean.com
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Karndean Designflooring’s new look website

Van Gogh Salvaged Redwood VGW101T

PHOTO COURTESY OF MASTERS FLOORING OF WHITCHURCH

MATTING

Safe standing
The correct flooring can help
prevent damages and injuries
Installing the right matting can have
significant benefits for staff and
businesses particularly in areas
associated with long periods of standing
such as bars and kitchens.
Jaymart offers a variety of anti-fatigue
matting products.
Safe-N-Sound combined anti-fatigue
duckboard is an extra long rubber open
construction roll form duckboarding,
designed to provide anti-slip safety and
anti-fatigue underfoot cushioning. It has
built-in drainage and also provides
slip-resistance in wet, oily or greasy
floor areas.
Safe-T-Zone is an extra heavy duty
rubber interlocking and anti-fatigue
safety duckboard matting that is
ideal for commercial kitchens,
fast food outlets, bars and factories.
Treadlock is an interlocking rubber
duckboard safety matting with bevelled
edging.
The range also includes Top Deck,
Fatigue Saver, Treadlock, and Floorline.
Anti-fatigue and duckboard matting
can help prevent health risks associated
with prolonged standing including:
G helping keep feet away from hard, wet
or damp floors;
G improving circulation, as muscles are
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Top: Floorline
Top right: NV Jets’
branded Symphony
mats
Right: Frontrunner

more inclined to contract and expand;
G the rubber/vinyl resilience reduces the
risk of back complaints;
G minimises strain on knees and other
joints;
G eases stress on ankles, and protects
against tired feet;
G the cushioning aspect reduces
breakages of glassware.
In addition to anti-fatigue, the
company offers indoor/outdoor matting
such as Picador, and entrance matting
systems including the Frontrunner
flexible vinyl system. It features
cleanliness, durability, slip-resistance and
is 100% recyclable.
Frontrunner is supplied as a roll for
ease of installation and is designed to
trap foot-borne dirt. It will help to
maintain the appearance and life of
internal floorcoverings. Frontrunner is
specified worldwide for restaurants,
hotels, leisure facilities, public buildings,

schools, supermarkets, offices, banks,
hospitals and industrial sites.
Meanwhile, NV Jets, a premier private
charter jet company based in Las Vegas,
has ordered more of the company’s
Symphony logo mats.
Symphony mats are nitrile rubber
backed, with anti-trip edges to all four
sides. The edges are strengthened for
increased resistance to tearing and better
durability. The heavyweight primary
backing gives improved floor stability
and resistance to stippling. Symphony
mats can also be supplied with an extra
thick 3mm rubber backing for matwell
use.
The mats have excellent colour
fastness and can be machine washed at
40degC. There is a standard colour
palette of 150 colours for regular logo
designs and it is also possible to
reproduce detailed photographic images.
Visit: www.jaymart.net

Photo courtesy of Masters Flooring of Whitchurch

Powered Riser
Recliner “Donna”
Awarded Which?
Best Buy Riser
Recliner 2015

Royams would like to thank their new and established customers for their support at the
show, for an overwhelming response to their new ranges.
Established 40 years, Royams reputation of quality and reliability has been validated by the
Which? Best Buy Riser Recliner Award 2014 & 2015.
Offering the widest range of sizes of motion furniture and high seats on the market, which
goes beyond their tailored-to-fit sizes.

"ALWAYS ASK THE QUESTION, BEFORE YOU SAY NO "

As a British manufacturer of 40 years standing, Royams have the ability to produce
specific measurements to sit any size.
Royams flexibility is a result of manufacturing their very own motion mechanisms and
frames in the UK for over 40 years, with a wealth of knowledge of both domestic and
commercial markets, supplying the NHS for many years with both motion and fixed chairs.
Quality and speed of delivery combined – options of fast track delivery services to meet your
customers demands, with over 85 riser recliners and high seats available on an Overnight
delivery service and 180,000 variants of risers and high seats available on Express delivery.

WE HOPE YOU NEVER HAVE TO SAY NO!

WE KNOW YOU SHOULD NEVER HAVE TO SAY NO!

www.royams.net

Royams
Upholstery
Brandvital Ltd T/A Royams,
Wellﬁeld Mill, Whalley Old Road,
Blackburn, Lancs
TEL: 01254 665228
EMAIL: royams@aol.com
WEB: www.royams.net

Wool Floor Show London Chelsea Football Club 23-24 March

PREVIEW

Axminster’s Royal Borough Wilton Chelsea in Glade

Roger Oates’ Westport

Brintons’ Bell Twist

Ulster’s Grange wilton

Shear magic
WFSL will make its debut this month
This month will see the launch of Wool
Floor Show London, with 27 companies,
including 22 suppliers of wool-rich
carpets, taking place at Chelsea FC’s
Stamford Bridge stadium.
The show hosts The Campaign for
Wool’s inaugural International Wool
Carpet & Rug Awards, with the winners
announced on 23 March. There are 13
awards, including Innovation in Carpet
and Rug Designer of the Year plus entry
into the Carpet and Rug Industry Hall of
Fame for commitment and contributions
to the wool carpet industry.
Other events include woolretailer.com
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Manx Carpets will be among the exhibitors

being launched while retailers can
register for a copy of the Wool iBook.
Axminster Carpets’ Royal Borough
Wilton collection combines undyed wool
and contemporary colours as it draws
from the rich design heritage of London
– the Windsor from the enduring Arts
and Crafts style; Kensington from the
geometric designs typical of the 1960s
while Chelsea gives a nod to Victorian
decorative plasterwork.
Ball & Young will showcase its PU
underlays including Ultra-Fresh, an antimicrobial additive introduced to the full
Cloud9 collection.

Brintons, the largest user of British
wool with the fleece from one in nine of
British sheep ending up in one of its
carpets, promises a series of launches.
Brockway’s Rare Breeds and
Beachcomber collections are made from
100% undyed new wool, in a velvet twist
and loop pile respectively. Rare Breeds is
inspired by the exceptional qualities of
Britain’s oldest and rarest breeds of hill
sheep from which each carpet is made:
Balwen, Black Welsh, Cotswold, Jacob,
Kerry Hill, Manx, Moorit, Norfolk Horn,
Ryeland and Soay. Two-ply yarn is used
and it is made in a 50oz weight. 

The Best Underlay
'

Excellent
Heat
Insulation

'

Excellent
Sound
Insulation

'

Excellent
for
Comfort

'

Excellent
for the
Environment

'

Excellent
for
Durability

*

'

Excellent
Crush
Recovery

A luxury underlay with a wool felt topping, mixed material middle
layer and a rubber crumb bottom layer. This luxury underlay
provides excellent foundations to help prevent the carpet pile from
¾EXXIRMRK MRGVIEWMRK XLI PMJI SJ XLI GEVTIX ERH QEMRXEMRMRK MXW PSSOW

*When tested to ISO 2094 Dynamic Loading
against other leading felt underlays

Made in
Axminster
Devon

For more information
call us on 01297 33533
email us at: sales@axminster-carpets.co.uk
or go to: www.axminster-carpets.co.uk

www.axminster-carpets.co.uk

Surplus stock?
End of lines?
Please consider donating
it to our Charity Furniture
Warehouse, the sales
from which help to fund
our work with single
homeless adults. Contact
our Warehouse direct on
01732 365988.

EXCITINGLY UNEXPECTED: LIBERTY
come and see for yourself during Wool Floor Show London

The Bridge Trust, Tonbridge, Kent
Registered Charity No. 1050291
www.thebridgetrust.org.uk

TELENZO: STYLE AND QUALITY ASSURED. NATURALLY.
WWW.EDELTELENZOCARPETS.CO.UK
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Clockwise from top
left:
Hugh Mackay’s Tartan;
Edel Telenzo’s Liberty;
Stevens and Graham
offers 186 tartans;
Cormar Carpets’
Bouclé Neutrals

Beachcomber uses a four-ply yarn and
is available in three designs: a level loop,
a high and low loop and a rib effect. Both
ranges come in 4m and 5m widths.
Bronte Carpets will show its 100%
wool velvets, saxonies, shag piles and
borders along with its 80/20 twist range.
Made from 50% New Zealand wool
and 50% polyester, Cormar Carpets’
Bouclé Neutrals comes in six colours and
three designs – level loop, textured loop
and stripe. Home Counties Plains offers
an 18-strong colour palette with 80%
New Zealand wool. Home Counties
Heathers has 14 classic natural heather
hues in 80% British wool.
Also on display will be the updated
Natural Berber Twist collection with 14
natural flecked shades. Manufactured
using 80% British wool, it is available in
two weights – Elite 45oz and Deluxe
55oz. Cormar will also showcase its other
wool collections such as Malabar, Town &
Country, Avebury and New Oakands and
its in-store display options and POS.
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Since 1988, the six digit Chromatone
numbering system has allowed colour to
be instantly and accurately
communicated between clients and also
provides a colour bank for product
development. All Chromatone
collections are produced in the UK and
made from 100% wool. The system
comprises 2,151 stock supported shades.
Crucial Trading’s new Wool Oasis is in
100% wool and eight colours from Ivory
and Sandstone to Maple and Feather. Its
ribbed design adds interest to the
broadloom while also giving the
impression of extended floorspace. In 4m
and 5m widths, it can be transformed
into a bespoke rug or runner.
Edel Telenzo will show Diversity and
Liberty and new colours in Barbican.
Liberty is a striped loop pile, using
100% three-ply wool in three colourways,
with a unique construction, giving it a
woven look. Diversity is a two-tone loop
pile in the same construction and
coordinating colours.

Four stripes have been added to
Barbican, increasing it to six two-tone
loops and six matching stripes.
Hugh Mackay will display many of its
wool carpets including the flagship
Durham Twist range, recently extended
to 390 options, and the bestselling Tartan
Collection Axminster.
Jacaranda Carpets’ latest qualities are
Chamba and Chandigarh. Both are handwoven using100% undyed wool. Chamba
stripe is in 4m and 5m widths, with made
to measure rugs, in Oatmeal, Pearl,
Pewter, Sand and Steel Grey. Loop pile
Chandigarh offers the same colours.
The Internet has become the route to
knowledge for the modern generation
and Kingsmead Carpets has recognised
the need to educate those inside and
outside the industry with blogs
defining what makes wool ideal for
carpets. Supporting the Wool Carpet
Focus Group, the company circulates
display cards to retailers featuring
the Cool to Buy Wool slogan and
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Bouncebackability, the topic of its first
blog.
The small lime green ceramic sheep,
nicknamed Olivia, given to Kingsmead by
the British Wool Marketing Board as a
wool promotion has become a social
media star. Photographed around the
country on her Cool To Buy Wool tour,
the pictures have been tweeted with the
hashtag #WheresOllie, generating a
following among Twitter users keen to
know where she will appear next.
Manx Carpets’ wool collections include
its latest addition Natural Tones, building
on the Natural Shades and Natural Plains
twist collection. Natural Tones is a 50%
wool/50% polypropylene loop pile in 10
neutral shades using three-ply yarn.
The 80/15/5 Pandora Plains is in four
weights: 32oz, 40oz, 50oz and 60oz with
the deep pile in a heavier pile weight
giving a unique look and feel. It is
available in greys, taupes, beiges and
neutrals, in 4m and 5m widths.
MID Carpets’ Custom Art Silk wilton

collection is 50% wool/50% nylon using
New Zealand wool, as well as in 100%
nylon. The Home Custom Wool and
Contract Custom Wool collections will be
on show.
Roger Oates is showing the Westport
and Whitman designs in its New England
collection of Venetian flatweaves.
Hampton has been reimagined in
contemporary colours and renamed
Westport. It features a textured
herringbone ground with a decorative
border made up of narrow bands of
colour, punctuated with a contrasting rib
section.
Ruckstuhl has added eight colours to
Più, previously only available in red: dark
blue, dark beige, linen grey, grey-green,
granite, olive, mustard and camel.
Previously available in a 2m width and
up to 20m lengths, Più now offers a 4m
width and maximum length of 9m.
Sebo will display a selection of its
vacuum cleaners. Its latest designs in the
Felix Eco range have been awarded ‘A’

energy ratings. Felix Eco, which includes
the Navy, Pet, Rosso, Royale and Vogue
models, features 700W suction motors
that, thanks to efficient airflow, clean as
effectively as previous ranges.
Stevens and Graham will show a
selection of its 186 tartan carpet and rug
designs for the residential and contract
sectors, including several new designs.
Ulster Carpets has added colours
including: Flannel, Cotswold, Cuckoo,
Squirrel and Gainsborough to York
Wilton. Grange Wilton has been updated
with greige tones of Seasalt, Priory,
Cygnet, Silversmith, Woburn and
Millstone. It will also preview additions to
the Ulster Velvet range. Six shades have
been added to Dubai, increasing it to 14.
The Plaid Collection will also be on show.
WoolSafe will be on hand to give
essential maintenance advice to visitors
at the exhibition, demonstrating how
wool carpets can be kept looking like
new for years.
Visit: www.woolfloorshow.co.uk
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Wool Floor Show London Chelsea Football Club 23-24 March

Clockwise from top
left:
MID offers a custom
width service;
Bronte’s carpets are
custom made;
Brockway’s Rare Breeds;
Sebo’s Felix Eco;
Kingsmead’s Where’s
Ollie?
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Right: Bentley Designs’ Bordeaux
Below: Gallery Direct’s Piccadilly
Below right: GFA’s Fleur

Walk down
the aisles
There was plenty to see at the NEC
Alexander & James’ Escape collection in
an eclectic mix of prints and textures
comprises of Ingrid and Audrey sofas and
a snuggler chair with matching footstool.
The East collection with its buttoned arm
detail and flute shape has a metallic
injection through its accompanying
cushions. The Chesterfield The Retreat,
has the option of a corner piece and
comes in a variety of leather and fabric
combinations, and a mix of woven fabric,
leather and velvet cushions.
Alpha Designs Upholstery debuted five
models: Hetty with scroll arms in suede
effect fabric with arm and bottom piping
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and wooden feet; Roslyn with studded
scroll arms with accent chair; Poppy with
arm quilted detailing; the low back
contemporary Warwick and Erin with arm
quilted detailing and oiled wooden feet.
All cushions are feather filled.
Artistic Upholstery introduced The
London, a cushion or scatterback sofa
and armchair with piped detailing and
wooden legs.
Ashley Manor’s Bridgett Collection is a
mid-century style sofa featuring modern
art print velvet cushions. The classical
Monroe collection features wooden feet
with a limed oak, black or gold finish,

soft woven fabrics and a piped detailing.
Ambrose is a modern, modular style sofa
collection with eye-catching geometric
print cushions. The contemporary Miller
range, designed for sociable living
includes a new angled sofa. Francesca, a
modern classic sofa collection has
pintuck and hand-studded detailing
together with an eclectic mix of
patterned and textured cushions.
Balmoral Furniture showcased its
French-inspired Montpellier bedroom
range in dove grey or pure white,
including bed, wardrobe, drawers,
bedside cabinets, mirror and


SAME TIME, SAME PLACE - NEW IDEAS, NEW TRENDS

JFS 2016 WAS A RESOUNDING SUCCESS
We will be back in 2017 with all the latest trends and
innovations in furniture, furnishings, ﬂooring
and accessories. Book your stand today.
www.januaryfurnitureshow.com
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Clockwise
from top left:
La-Z-Boy’s
Nicholas;
Ercol’s Rimini;
Levitas’ Exo

dressing table. Also new was its Polygon
dining range made from recycled and
reclaimed pine. The natural
imperfections make each piece unique
in the collection, which includes a
sideboard, cocktail table, island unit,
lamp table, coffee table, console and
dining set with bench.
Bentley Designs highlighted 11 new
ranges as well as adding finishes, paints
and bespoke handles to existing pieces.
Chartreuse was one of its latest dining
collections. The American oak range
consists of an extending dining table
with five chair options in mulberry, slate
blue or smoked grey, dressers, sideboard,
console, lamp and coffee table.
Bordeaux in painted antique white was
one of a number of bedroom collections.
With a modern classic design the range
includes a bed, wardrobe, dressing table
and stool, cheval mirror and bedside
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table with pullout shelf. Cadell is a dining
and occasional range in a weathered oak
finish and a bold design with curved
edges following through each piece.
Included are occasional tables, a
sideboard, table and chairs, open
shelving unit, and console table with a
split panel detail on top.
Bluebone added a dining table to
Waldorf and a headboard and bar unit to
Titanic; updated its painted bedrooms
and added tops to Provence. Valnor is a
bleached beach look occasional
collection and Bayader is a range of units
in mango with stripped drawer fronts.
Comfort Zone Sofas’ York chesterfield
is available as a two and three-seater
with the two-seater available as a fully
sprung sofabed. Skye is a five-seater
corner suite with optional ottoman box.
Etro, Penny Lane and Carmen were more
retro-influenced designs.

Core Products introduced several
ranges: Edwardian, a traditional pine
flatpack bedroom collection; Banff, an
entry level compact white bedroom
range; Colorado is Banff with a natural
oak top; Aspen is a compact white living
and dining range including plastic chairs;
and it expanded Hamilton with compact
sideboards and tables.
Following on from its bedroom range
Annecy, Corndell showcased it in dining
and occasional furniture. Included are
sideboards with open hutch or glazed
units, a bookcase, wine unit, coffee
tables, lamp and side table, console and
dining table and chairs. It is available in
seven colours and different handle
options.
Devonshire Pine and Oak launched
several ranges including contemporary
painted bedroom range Kenwith made
from solid pine and oak, finished 

All of these models and more in stock for immediate delivery

Visit our website for the complete range – www.flintshirefurniture.co.uk
or for more information call our sales department on 01244 814673

For more information please contact:
t: 01244 814673 • f: 01244 559055 • e: sales@flintshirefurniture.co.uk
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Clockwise from top
left:
Devonshire’s
Wentworth;
Shankar’s Camberwell;
New Trend’s Glenda

with a smoked oak top and small square
metal handles. Wentworth is a painted
ivory bedroom, dining and occasional
range with a lightly distressed dark pine
top. Siena is a North American white oak
lacquered bedroom, dining and
occasional collection with beading on
the side panels and drawer fronts.
Ercol’s Popoli is an oak living and
dining range with a modern design
drawing on a mid-century influences.
Ginosa is a modern recliner with a tilting
head and integral leg rest. The oak
showwood recliner has a tailored finish
and offers 20 fabric colours and six
leather options. Modica is a modern
modular upholstery collection with an
exposed stitching detail and wooden
legs. Modica has an integral headrest and
the option of a powered recliner. Rimini
is a contemporary light oak bedroom
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range with clean lines and gentle curves.
Exclusive debuted the Melbourne glass
collection with a walnut finish and steel
base; Sicily is a marble dining set while
Leon is a grey marble dining set with
central black panel.
GFA launched several products
including its Heritage collection
comprising of Balmoral, a contemporary
accent chair in vintage brown and
vintage tan faux leather as well as fabrics,
and top of the range Mayfair, a shell back
wing chair. Other occasional/bedroom
chair launches included Dolce in faux
black or grey leather and a chrome base.
Clarence has a cotton weave mix with
wooden legs in cream, silver or duck egg.
Marbella is a crushed velvet bedroom
chair in purple or grey. Fleur is for
bedroom or occasional living in teal,
beige, fuchsia or marigold.

The company added a two-seater to its
Sorrento touch-sensitive electric recliners
also available in pebble, ruby red or
espresso leather. It showed Zedere by
GFA, a premium tilt and swivel recliner
range with footstools. The contemporary
collection comprises Mobi, Lexus, Vinci
and Hana. Four colours are in stock with
a further nine available to order.
Henderson Russell displayed its
Thames collection of compact upholstery
of five models with sprung seats and
feather scatter cushions.
Hill Interiors introduced the Manor
House distressed painted living and
dining collection alongside the Contour
round and elliptical occasional tables in a
painted finish and a chesterfield sofa in
crushed velvet.
Iain James launched a burr oak
occasional range with a more


Fusion
Fusion represents the best of British
design combined with quality
modern production techniques.

Detail to design of our specialist AV
cabinet allows storage of your
media devices whilst maintaining
functionality.
Fully modular storage includes both
wall mounted and free standing
options.
Attention to detail includes LED
ambient lighting with concealed
touch pad operation.
The new dining range allows Fusion
style for relaxed family dining.

General enquiries: +44 (0) 1282 425874 䊉 Email: sales@ukcf.co.uk 䊉 Web: www.ukcf.co.uk
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Henderson Russell’s Windsor snuggler and Marlow footstool

Alexander & James’ The Retreat

LPD’s Valentina

transitional feel than its popular walnut
collections. Included is a coffee table
with three drawers, end table and drawer
and cabinet and a sideboard, table and
chairs with fabric featuring a striking
Venetian scene.
Julian Bowen unveiled 121 products
including the Manhattan high gloss
bedroom range; Salerno bedstead in oak
and oak and painted white; its first
pocket sprung mattresses; the Amalfi
glass occasional tables; a mirror
collection; and Portland bedroom range.
La-Z-Boy’s introductions included the
curved Springfield sofa and Newark,
available in power, manual and static
options. Tara, Jacksonville and Austin
were relaunched with additional product
variations. It added three further swivel
chair and ottoman footstool sets to
Rondell, each with their own individual
style and benefits, to create a gallery
concept. Andrea and Antonio feature the
Z-Flex power recline and a power rocking
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M7 Polska’s Lethendy

mechanism, and have matching ottoman
footstools with a lid which doubles as a
laptop or side table. The manual recline
Nicholas also has a rocking mechanism
and swivels 360deg on a hardwood base.
All chairs have ComfortCore zoned
cushion technology and will be held in
stock for delivery within 10 working days.
Levitas Design launched its floating
Exo bed. Inspired by designer Craig
Phillips’ fascination with great magicians
and illusionists, the levitating bed is
actually supported by strong cantilever
steel supports that hold the bed off the
ground. This allows the bed to ‘float’ off
any wall, even plasterboard. Levitas beds
use 100% British recycled aluminium
(3,900 recycled cans per bed) and frames
can be tailor-made to fit any mattress.
Features such as LED lights, glass bedside
tables, Bluetooth speakers and UV light
for allergy sufferers, can be added.
LPD Furniture debuted various ranges
including Ocean a solid oak bathroom

range with a wall cabinet, large and small
storage cabinets, mirror and a sink vanity
unit. Its mirrored Valentina bedroom
range comprising of chest of drawers,
mirrors and dressing table were shown
with its Chateaux velvet wing style bed
available in charcoal or soft beige.
Debut exhibitor Meblosiek, displayed
its Malmo dining range in Sonoma oak
including cabinet, sideboard and dining
table and chairs. Adele is a high gloss
bedroom range in lava (grey) with white
tops, including wardrobe, bed, bedside
cabinet, drawers and mirror.
M7 Polska’s Lethendy chair is made
from solid beech and beech veneers or
oak and the backrest can be either
upholstered or with a lacquered back. It
also introduced a fabric collection with a
modern take on a tartan theme. The
100% polyester fabrics come with a
Martindale rating of 100,000 cycles and
weigh 400g per sqm.
Nathan Group introduced its first

REVIEW

Ashley Manor’s Francesca

Alpha Design’s Warwick

Sutcliffe painted collection Patmore, in
Linen and Partridge with other colours
available at extra cost, plus a choice of
three handles. It has a coordinating
upholstery range. Nathan Additions saw
four modular bookcases in teak and oak.
Its Morris brand showed the first result of
using outside designers with Neil Bustin’s
Brummell dining range with an oak
veneer finish and steel gun metal legs on
the table and edge of the sideboard, with
an industrial 1970s school look. Satin is a
five strong occasional range combining
tube steel and light oak.
Rauch launched a host of products
across its four brands: Pack’s, Select,
Dialog and Steffen. For the first time
Pack’s has a baby range for the UK,
Susann. In alpine white and Sonoma oak,
the collection includes a cot, wardrobe,
changing station and shelf unit.
Significant changes have been made
to the Select range, making chests and
shelves smaller for the UK market. It was
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Sweet Dream’s Kramer

Lebus’ Billy

the first showing of Sumatra, a vintage
style bed available in smaller UK bed
sizes with coordinating chests, wall
shelves and desk. Renata is the latest
modern bedroom range from the Dialog
brand in walnut with graphite. Lucca is
from the Steffen brand with leather
headboard.
Royams introduced the Brampton
fireside chair with a choice of legs;
Ingleton available as a chair or twoseater; Dalston wingback chair; Ava
recliner with side controls; and the Tricia
available as a two-seater with two riser
recliners and three-seater with fixed
middle seat.
Shankar showed its vintage styled
Montrose and Mulberry chaise longues
in new crushed velvet fabrics in grape
and silver. Also new was the Downtown
ottoman storage chaise in fudge and
mist with scrolled arms and a studded
detailing, a storage solution as well as
extra seating. From India is an aviation

style range of furniture combining
reclaimed wood, metal and leather
including a storage box, book shelf, desk
and chest of drawers.
Softnord showcased upholstery
specifically for the UK market. Largo is a
square shaped modular system with
button detailing on the cushions. Holly
is a big corner sofa on metal legs with
chaise longue options. Artis with its
curved arm also has a chaise longue
option. Also new were more traditional
models Brooke and Diamond with its
high back, both with optional footstools.
Swan demonstrated its new customer
ordering app for the iPad. It replaces
traditional handwritten sales with an
easy to use app that provides a sales
checklist to ensure all required
information, for example, customer
details, products options, warranties and
care instructions, have been covered.
With a tablet in hand sales staff can
access supplier catalogues,
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Clockwise from top:
Corndell’s Annecy;
Comfort Zone Sofa’s
Carmen;
Exclusive’s Leon;
Swan’s iPad app

product options, images, stock position,
prices and much more.
Sweet Dreams swelled its cabinet
collection. Four foil ranges: Rendell in
birch; Pryce in white and oak; Reah in
white; and Cutler in four high gloss
finishes, including mirrored, are
ready-assembled apart from the
bedsteads. Three rubberwood ranges
boast secret storage. Kramer includes
two sizes of six-drawer ready-assembled
chests with a concealed foldout
cupboard to the side. The bedside
cabinet has a hidden compartment that
also features in new rubberwood models:
Dexter and Perry. The wardrobes and
bedframes are self-assembly; chests and
bedside cabinets are ready-assembled.
Furniture over 62cm high is provided
with wall fittings to prevent tipping. The
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upholstered bed Renoir and sleighbed
Monet can be chosen with two large
integral drawers, one either side. Renoir,
like Degas, Adventure, Gloria and
surround-sound Verve, come in two
styles: Dance, with self-coloured button
trim, or Jewel, with diamantes.
TCS showcased the Contemporary
Sleep bed collection with 1,000 spring
mattresses with foam tops and ottoman
bases. All upholstery designs are now
available in leather and fabric while more
motion models were added.
Time Living exhibited five beds
including Nevada with a large, tall,
square headboard in black, grey or sand;
Vienna is a metal bedstead with a black
and chrome finish; Durban is in grey or
black fabric; Sienna is a curved fabric
headboard in teal blue or grey; and a

fabric option was added to Richmond, its
existing Chesterfield style sleigh bed.
Tom Schneider introduced three
product collections and additions to the
existing Swirl and Serpent ranges. The
Crest dining table and desk is
characterised by a shape that tapers to
a narrow anchor point, and takes
inspiration from a cresting wave. The arc
shaped Swoop floor light is available
with inset LED lights or a hanging shade.
The Serpico sideboard with its flowing
design and curving media unit can
accompany the existing Serpent
collection. The latest addition to Swirl is
a desk/dressing table with drawers and a
smoked glass top while the Serpent
dining table with round glass top is a
new feature in the Serpent collection.
Visit: www.januaryfurnitureshow.com

PANACEA DELIGHTED
AFTER SHOW DEBUT

THE PRODIGY II

UK wholesale stockists of premium
full leather sofas, Panacea, displayed
their initial range to the industry
for the ﬁrst time at the January
Furniture Show.
Ryan Lucas, a founding director of the
business, told us that he was delighted
with just how well the new brand was
received. “For me this is conﬁrmation
that the market does indeed have the
demand for our offering that I believe
existed” he says.

Panacea is committed to immediate
(72 hours) delivery of the products
on offer and at extremely competitive
prices. Numerous stores have now
given ﬂoor space to the Panacea range,
which includes products from Italy as
well as Thailand – and Ryan is conﬁdent
that this will only grow in line with an
ever expanding sales team.
“We have a highly knowledgeable team of
individuals promoting our business offering
and once retailers experience the efﬁciency
of the service we are able to deliver, and the
consistency of the quality of our products,
then I am certain that they will request
additional models from us”.

In addition to the range displayed at
the NEC we experienced numerous
requests for a premium leather sofa
bed and following negotiations with
Natuzzi’s private label division,
Panacea will shortly be adding
this to their UK stock.
For further information on any of
the immediately available products,
contact Panacea on 01277 361148
or info@panaceafurniture.co.uk

Join us at Wool
Floor Show London
At Chelsea Football Club Stamford Bridge
23rd and 24th March 2016 10.00am – 5.00pm
This exciting new event for wool ﬂooring provides a
retail trade, design and contract showcase in central
London. Supported by some of the wool carpet
industry’s most respected manufacturer brands, it will
host trade stands and inspirational design and trend
showcases as well as new promotional and educational
programmes to support the carpet and ﬂooring sector.

Put it on your diary now and make this
the ‘Must See’ event for your business!

This exciting new website for wool carpet
retailers and consumers will offer everything
your store needs to create a top class retail
experience and be the new website for
promoting real wool to consumers. Come
along, ﬁnd out all about it and sign up!

Understanding Wool
Fibre for Carpets
SEE THE WINNERS
OF THE NEW
INTERNATIONAL
WOOL CARPET
& RUG AWARDS!

Sign up for the new woolibook – it’s free and
full of all the incredible beneﬁts and science of
real wool for carpet. Register for this fantastic
retail asset at Wool Floor Show London!

www.woolﬂoorshow.co.uk
#WoolFSL
britishwool.org.uk
#britishwool

campaignforwool.org
#choosewool

FREE ADMISSION
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Frame dining and kitchen island

Extending
its scope

Hint round dining table and chairs

Wood Bros’ introductions
take it to new sectors
Wood Bros’ three introductions clearly
indicate an additional breadth to its offer.
Hint, a retro Scandi look, is in white
beech and beech/painted combinations
covering living and dining spaces,
targeting the multifunctional room
requirements of the new build market.
Hint features space-saving sliding doors
and wall leaning storage, media and
home office units. It is available in six
standard colours, including three grey
tones, Polar White, Mint and Pastel Pink.
Frame is a country kitchen style
collection for both formal dining and
living kitchen spaces constructed in
character oak in a new waxed finish. It is
made more interesting with an island
unit and floating shelves. There are living
options too supporting the living kitchen
concept.
Hug is available as sofas or as modular
units with a matching chair coordinating
with both. Hug is introduced with a new
fabric offer that has a far more
contemporary look than traditionally
associated with Wood Bros.
Visit: www.woodbros.co.uk
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Above: Hug
medium sofa
Left: Hint lean
to bookcase
and round
side table and
Hug armchair

woodbros.co.uk

Frame from Wood Bros
For more information
call us on 01920 469241
Or email
newproducts@woodbros.co.uk
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Left: Camden
Below: Harrow
Bottom: Richmond

Double delight
Mammoth introduced Performance upholstery and broke sales records
Mammoth continues to go from strength
to strength as it adds a successful launch
at the January Furniture Show to record
mattress and bed sales in the first month
of the year.
Thanks to strong support from
independent retailers over its first five
years in the trade, the company has
emerged as a leading innovator in the
furniture industry. With the addition of
national retailers such as Furniture
Village, AHF and Bensons to its growing
list of stockists, January was the brand’s
most successful month in its history.
‘I think this strong start to the year is
indicative of where we want to take
Mammoth as a business over the coming
years. We have an ambitious, hungry
team, passionate stockists and trusted
manufacturing partners – and our sales
performance is really vindication for all
that hard work,’ says John Tuton,
Mammoth founder and md.
January also saw the launch of the
Performance range of chairs and two and
three-seater sofas. Each product contains
Mammoth’s medical grade foam and
PostureCell technologies, and comes
with static or power recline options in a
range of colourways and fabric options.
This follows on from Mammoth’s first
venture into seating in 2015, when
medical grade foam cushions were used
in a collection of La-Z-Boy riser/recliners.
‘The Mammoth seating range utilises
the same revolutionary technologies we
have previously used in mattresses with
great effect. Medical grade foam is
proven to relieve pressure, deliver
postural support and regulate
temperature – all of which work to
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generate greater comfort during those
long periods sat in front of the TV or
curled up with a good book,’ says Tuton.
‘Never before has there been a seating
range that supports recovery,
rehabilitation and relaxation in this way.
So, the reception to it at the show wasn’t
surprising to us. However, I was blown
away at just how many placements we
confirmed.’
Tuton says he had set what he thought
was an ambitious target of 70 but
confirmed more than 100 placements.

‘It’s a testament to how well regarded
our brand and our technologies are now
that our reputation has preceded us in
this new venture,’ he explains.
The UK licensed manufacturer for the
Performance seating range is Furnico.
‘Furnico was the obvious choice for us
in the UK. Its quality, safety standards
and attention to detail is outstanding.
That’s not to mention its ability to scale
up production swiftly thanks to its two
British factories,’ he adds.
Visit: www.mammothuk.com

Your average customer
will spend a third of their
life asleep.
Only Mammoth Medical Grade Foam™
Mattresses are clinically proven to help make
that sleep, the best it can be!

Official benefits providers to

I’d recommend Mammoth
mattresses to anyone who
values their sleep and comfort.
Greg Rutherford MBE
Olympic, World, European and Commonwealth
Long Jump Champion

Inspired by Mammoth’s best selling mattress, the Club SuperSoft
Collection is simply the best in style, luxury and performance.

www.mammothmattress.co.uk/club
* Tested under the guidance of Prof. Jason Ellis at Northumbria University’s Centre for Sleep Research. ** Independently tested by SATRA. Results compared against 50kg Memory Foam.
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First steps
Highlights of the inaugural
Flooring Showcase

Left:
Distinctive
Flooring’s
Shumard
Below:
Crown’s
Burington
in Windsor
Porcelain
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Associated Weavers showed its iSense
and Invictus to furniture retailers for the
first time, alongside the new Hercules
35oz carpet in 16 colours; the 70oz
Hyperion in 16 colours, and the 35oz
Scorpius in 11 colours.
Axminster Carpets showcased a tartan
range, Myth and Moor, made up of 12
patterns overall and three scales of
pattern.
Ball & Young showed Cast Iron, a flame
retardant contract underlay which passes
IMO flammability and toxicity tests.
Brockway Carpets launched
Dimensions Heathers, a sister range to
Dimensions Plain. There are 64 colours
across the ranges, 32 heathers with eight
coordinating stripes and both made from
80% pure new wool.
Cavalier Carpets displayed Stain-less
Serenity 75oz Imperial and 45oz Regal
range, available in 11 colours, two widths
and bleach cleanable. Also new was
Gemini, a mix of velvet and twist yarns
using 90% New Zealand wool, available
in 10 colours.
Crown Floors unveiled supersoft
Satino Exquisite and Satino Finesse,
available in 12 colours, 4m and 5m
widths and a 20-year guarantee. New
under the Easy Care banner was
Burlington with a graphic twist in eight
colours; satinsoft Ascot, a heathered
version of Penrose in 12 colours; and
Chatsworth, a mixture of plains and
heathers also in 12 colours.
Distinctive Flooring updated its Design
Flooring concept with new POS stands.
Forbo Flooring Systems highlighted
Flotex Vision, the introduction of digital
pictures and images into its Flotex
Flocked Flooring range. Also on display
was its Allura LVT collection designed for
the contract market but lending itself to
domestic use also.
Furlong Flooring’s Natural Solutions
added colours to several ranges
including a whitened and a smoked
finish into Aspect. The company
previewed the stand concept of 

Myth and Moor

A Contemporary New Collection
of 12 Woven Plaids.

SEE US AT

THE WOOL
FLOOR SHOW
LONDON

Sampling Now Available
made in
GREAT
BRITAIN

<W ÅVL W]\ UWZM KWV\IK\ aW]Z )`UQV[\MZ +IZXM\[
Area Manager or call us: 01297 32244
email: sales@axminster-carpets.co.uk

www.axminster-carpets.co.uk

m7 polska
Sourcing Fine Furniture from Poland
We source:
Sidechairs • Armchairs
Sofas • Tables • Cabinetry
Quality Sheepskins and
Cowhides In Stock
Poland’s reputation as Europe’s powerhouse of furniture production
continues to grow in leaps and bounds. I have lived and worked in
Poland for 25 years and, for 13 of those, I’ve been sourcing
furniture for UK, German and French companies - all leaders in
their field. They are all after good quality and that’s what we offer:
excellent quality at East European prices.
We are rightly proud of the fact our furniture comes from Poland.
Design and production facilities are second to none, contact us to
see how we can help.

Gordon Milne, M7 Polska,
Marcinkowskiego 6, 62-040 Puszczykowo, Poland
Tel: +48 515 473 315 • +48 601 918 763
gordon.milne@m7polska.com • www.m7polska.com

Barnscroft of Devon Ltd, Meadowbrook, Devon EX5 2RS
01404 851152 • info@barnscroft.com
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a 32 decor LVT range it will launch in
June. Its Regency Carpets brand
introduced Royale Saxony, an entry level
range in 12 colours alongside
Indulgence, a deep pile, heavyweight
Saxony carpet in 16 colours. Dolce Moda
in heathers was added alongside the
plain collection and a new colour bank
for Elegance was previewed.
Interfloor showcased display
prototypes to boost underlay sales. They
included a foot tester display intended to
engage the customer and allow them to
test different underlays under the carpet
and hang samples for Gripperrods, clipdown systems, metal edging systems
and stair nosings.
Mastercraft Rugs revamped its Twilight
woven shaggy rug collection adding five
colours: gold, grey, cobalt blue,
aquamarine green and cranberry pink.
Twilight comes in 16 sizes. Designs were
added to the thick supersoft Mehari
Berber style range. Xanadu is a high pile
shaggy rug collection in nine colours.
Rama Carpets added New Moon to
Twilight; introduced the Celestial in
seven designs including a bright abstract
flower and Calvin Klein Monsoon with
asymmetric lines, while Matterhorn uses
shaggy Tibetan lambswool.
Think Rugs’ Hong Kong 7526 rug in
grey and yellow features a contemporary
geometric design and was one of several
additions to the Hong Kong range.
Trinity Creations showed its latest
oriental tie-dye collection of cotton rugs
in three sizes. Also new was its Arora and
Colourful Arora PET rugs with two
designs and three sizes.
Westex Carpets showed off the
recolouring of its Natural Loop
Collection. There are three designs in the
range, Boucle, Cable and Briar, each in 20
colours including two tones, in 100%
wool.
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Top left:
Rama’s
New Moon
Top right:
Cavalier’s
Gemini
Right:
Forbo
introduced
digital
images to
Flotex
Below:
Westex’s
Cable
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Think Rugs continues to increase its product range
Importing modern and traditional rugs
from India, China, Turkey and Belgium,
Think Rugs aims to provide retailers with
a vast selection of products covering the
majority of consumer requirements.
Being the winner of the Interiors Monthly
Best Rug Supplier for three years running
has cemented the company’s reputation
as one of the UK’s top flooring
wholesalers.
At The Furniture Show it added the
7526 design to its Hong Kong range.
Featuring a contemporary geometric
design, in grey and yellow, the rug is
made from hand-tufted acrylic and was
one of a number of launches to the
range. Other additions include the 4338
hexagonal geometric design using the
same colour palettes of greys and
yellows and greys and blues as well as
the bright multicoloured designs 6809
and 6869.
The company is also currently working
with designers on exclusive selections of
rugs, including highly regarded British
textile designer Fiona Howard, Inaluxe
and Adam Daily. A dozen products in
three sizes each are already available,

four from each designer, all made with a
mixture of wool and viscose. New
designs, to be produced using 100%
wool, will be introduced in September.
The top-selling Noble House range has
also been met with enthusiasm and has
shown such strong sales figures the

company has decided to extend all
design and colour options. The 3D multitextured range originally started life as
one design in two colourways, and is
now available in more than 40 different
design and colour options.
Visit: www.thinkrugs.co.uk

January Furniture Show Birmingham

Designer offerings

Above: Hong Kong
7526
Left: Hong Kong
4338
Far left: Noble
House 3545
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Exclusive transformation
Plantation Rug Company is introducing iSense to the rug market
Plantation Rug Company previewed its
exclusive iSense rug collection.
Until this month the supersoft
broadloom has only been available as
carpet, but Plantation has developed two
iSense rug collections: a duo of plains
and a soft shimmering finish.
The deep, luxurious pile of iSense is
blended from polyamide yarn, which
gives the appearance and feel of sublime
softness.
‘I have been a fan of iSense carpet for a
while and I am thrilled that we can now
offer consumers this luxury yarn as a rug.
It’s a great achievement for us and I look
forward to working with iSense and
developing supersoft rugs,’ says Chris
Hughes, Plantation Rug Company
national sales manager.
iSense will form part of the
spring/summer 2016 collection that
boasts nine new rugs.
The inspiration for the collection
started with Jane Austen’s Pride and
Prejudice; a tale of love, perception and
intrigue. Delicate patterns, colour

palettes and sensual textures bring the
collection alive. Available from early
spring, the assortment of exclusively
designed rugs will be available to all
independent retailers and larger
department stores.

The iSense rugs are available in plain or shimmering finish
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Another first is a bespoke sample box,
designed and produced exclusively for
the company. The box brings together
samples and information in an easy to
carry case that is useful for the smaller
retailer with limited space and interior
designers who may work from home.
‘I know space is at a premium and I
have therefore designed the sample box
as an alternative to a large POS unit. This
gives my customers an opportunity to
still offer the Plantation Rug Company
experience without compromising
valuable space. The sample box is already
gaining new fans to the brand and
attracting to new retailers to stock
Plantation Rug Company,’ says Hughes.
For retailers and interior designers who
do have the space, a new POS unit is
available. It features information cards
detailing the composition of the rug and
a sample for consumers to engage with.
The unit, which measures just under
50cm wide, brings together the full
collection in a handy-sized unit.
Visit: www.plantationrug.co.uk

plantationrug.co.uk

January Furniture Show Birmingham
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Profitable partnerships
SMG continues to expand its offer to retailers

‘The key driver for SMG is to create
profitable partnerships between our
stakeholders. Retailers and suppliers
have the same goals and SMG is able
to deliver more sales and greater
profitability for both,’ says Mike Symonds,
SMG head of group operations.
‘The January Furniture Show 2016
was a great example of this with SMG
working with the JFS organiser to
develop a flooring show within the show.
Being involved in the UK’s leading home
furnishings event just made sense. The
NEC is a great venue and so easy to get
to plus the January timing coincides with
so many new product and service
launches. We were delighted that so
many of our leading flooring suppliers
joined us to open the door to new
business opportunities. It looks like 2017
will be an even bigger and better event,’
says Symonds.
SMG used the show to launch
initiatives to its members. Following
membership feedback, Balta Broadloom
and Crown Floors joined SMG as
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SMG continues to
expand it business
support package

approved suppliers from 1 January.
SMG members that already have direct
accounts will benefit hugely from the
new relationship but it is the link with
Crown Floors that should interest SMG
members, according to Symonds.
‘Wholesale is a vital part of the flooring
industry but ideally retailers want to
create direct relationships with
manufacturers because the profitability
and opportunity are greater. The new
partnership with Balta and particularly
the cut-length offer from Crown Floors
will enable SMG members direct access
to the manufacturer and the products

that have been a staple of their
wholesale purchases for many years.’
The group has an extensive business
support package and announced
SMG Insurance Solutions at the
show, with the UK’s first
dedicated commercial insurance
policy for flooring and
furnishing retailers. SMG
Insurance Solutions will offer
members a bespoke insurance
package that will include
professional indemnity,
financial loss, damage to
property and cover for
subcontractors not employed
by the retailer.
With members having more
than 380 outlets, SMG continues to
attract members and the year has started
well in this regard.
‘SMG has something for every retailer,
large or small, long established or just
starting out. Members run their business
as they see fit but gain advantage from
the most comprehensive package of
benefits. We don’t have a regional or
national structure and therefore we can
guarantee that all members are treated
equally and get our 100% dedication to
making their business more successful,’
adds Symonds.
Visit: www.smg-group.co.uk

IS YOUR BUSINESS
FULLY INSURED?
SMG Retail Insurance adds more
value to the membership package

10%

MINIMUM
SAVING
*

COVER MATCHED POLICY PLUS
INDUSTRY SPECIFIC BENEFITS!

Isn’t it time you joined the award winning Buying Group?
Voted ‘Best Floo

ring Buying Grou
p’
SMG The National Furnishing Group
9 The Markham Centre, Station Road, Theale, Reading, Berkshire RG7 4PE
Telephone 0118 932 3832 Fax 0118 930 4515 Email join@smg-group.co.uk Web www.smg-group.co.uk
Coleman Insurance Brokers is a trading style of E Coleman & Co Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
*Discount is based on your expiring renewal premium and is subject to claims experience.
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True
colours
Abingdon Flooring
expanded its Stainfree
collection
Abingdon Flooring added more colours
to its extra heavyweight Charter
Supreme Gold range in the Royal Wilton
brand. Available in 1m, 2m, 3m, 4m and
5m widths, greys and beiges were added
and pinks and blues taken out to give a
more modern palette.
Under the Stainfree brand the
manufacturer launched Stainfree
Rustique, using a tri-colour yarn in 11
colours, and also Stainfree Supersoft
including Pastelle and De-luxe available
in 16 colours.
Visit: www.abingdonflooring.co.uk

Pastelle is available
in 16 colourways

Rustique is
available in 4m and
5m widths
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Introducing lectern packages for our
new 2016 product ranges

NEW

A supersoft yarn in a gorgeous array
of elegant pastel shades.

See and feel the difference with
our new Aqua Pro-Tec™ range,
Stainfree Berber Elite!

NEW

Please contact your representative about
the great package offers we have available
or call our marketing team on 01274 655668
www.abingdonﬂooring.co.uk

January Furniture Show Birmingham
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Left: Sommer
Below: Cirrus
Bottom: Decks

New seasons
Flair Rugs showed off its latest ranges
Flair Rugs underlined its position as a leading rug supplier in
the UK. Showcasing the best in beautiful rugs, with its springsummer 2016 offerings taking centre stage, retailers were
treated to a world of colour and texture as the company
revealed additions across its portfolio.
Making full use of the UK’s largest furniture show to unveil
designs, colourways and sizes, Flair welcomed visitors across a
busy four-day period at the stand.
New collections Cirrus, Sommer and Decks are testament to
the brand’s investment in design research and development,
and with a department dedicated to meeting the tastes and
stylistic requirements of consumers, the show proved the
perfect platform to reveal its exciting concepts.
Gareth Davies, Flair Rugs UK sales and marketing director,
says over the past 32 years it has built an enviable reputation
within the interiors sector, enjoying long-standing relationships
with thousands of customers.
‘Our existing retail partners have already come to appreciate
our ability to deliver the very best in rugs, backed by our
commitment to offering first class service,’ he says.
‘Shows such as the January Furniture Show allow us to
reaffirm this to existing partners and explain first hand to new
customers how our products and business philosophy can
benefit them. The reaction at the show exceeded our
expectations and we were delighted to be able to bring visitors
a flavour of what Flair Rugs can offer. With all tastes and
budgets catered for within our portfolio, backed by our next
day delivery service, we look forward to a busy 2016.’
Visit: www.flairrugs.com
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Louis de Poortere showed its modern side
Louis de Poortere used this year’s event
to showcase its service to furniture
retailers by expanding its customer base
with a series of launches.
This mix of rugs and carpets
demonstrated the brand’s appetite for
premium design underfoot, according to
Alan Russell, Louis de Poortere UK sales
director.
‘We were delighted to introduce our
newest rug collections, Mad Men and
Mosaiq, alongside an exclusive preview
of a new line in broadloom. We hope this
trend-led approach will appeal to
furniture retailers and their customers as
we head into SS16, with a service and
quality typical of the Louis de Poortere
brand.’

Mad Men rugs were a headline act at
the show, with designs inspired by the
golden boys of the 1960s responsible for
America’s most memorable brand
images. Despite Louis de Poortere’s
unmistakably vintage roots, Mad Men
takes a contemporary turn with straight
and broken lines, dull and shiny yarns
and smooth and rugged pencil strokes
holding sway.
Unconventional, eccentric, bold: Mad
Men is arguably the company’s most
talked about collection, woven on
jacquard wilton looms in high gloss
polyester and cotton chenille.
Mad Men has a foil in sister
introduction, Mosaiq, with its extra touch
and texture.

‘Mosaiq, subtler by nature, features
flower motifs with tribal geometrics, a
mix of Louis de Poortere’s heritage style
and new-found contemporary edge.
Woven in numerous colourways for use
across a spectrum of interiors, Mosaiq is
cotton chenille as it should be: fabulous
to the touch, yet equally stunning in
design,’ says Russell.
The company also previewed its latest
developments in broadloom carpet. The
Haute Couture collection holds wall-towall offerings featuring wool and wool
blends to be explored by both the
domestic and contract sectors, with
texture and style only made possible
through use of jacquard wilton looms.
Visit: www.louisdepoortere.com

January Furniture Show Birmingham

Contemporary edge

Above: Mad Men Griff in
Jersey Stone
Above right: Mad Men Sky
Scraper in Hudson Grey
Below: Mad Men Jacobs
Ladder in Gramercy Red
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DESIGN
Bum Bum outdoor sofa

Industrial dreamer
Eugeni Quitllet is Maison & Objet
Paris 2016 designer of the year
Catalan designer Eugeni Quitllet graduated from La Llotja Art
School in Barcelona and readily describes himself as a
‘Disoñador’, a contraction of the Spanish words for designer and
dreamer.
Quitllet has quickly become a pioneer to watch to
understand our ever-changing paradoxical age. The Tabu chair
is an explosion of life he imagined for Alias (2014), an idea that
blossomed into a seat that synthesises nature and the robotics
required for its digital sculpture. In 2014 he designed his first
collection of outdoor furniture Bum Bum, for
Vondom. Showing organic and evolving
lines, the seats are equipped with
Bluetooth to play music: ‘like shells for
listening to the sea.’
A plastic collection in line with the
designer’s strong relationship with
this material, one of the best
examples of
which is
Masters for
Kartell,
co-signed

Vase-o
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Dream-Air

DESIGN
From left:
Bloom outdoor lamp;
Light Air lamp;
Dream Tool office collection for
Lexon

PHOTOGRAPH CREDITS:
NACHO ALEGRE: PORTRAIT, TUBE CHAIR
EUGENI QUITLLET: VASE-O, DREAM AIR,
BLOOM
VONDOM : BUM BUM
KARTELL: SILK, LIGHT AIR LAMP
CHRISTINE LEDROIT-PERRIN: DREAM TOOLS

with Philippe Starck in 2009. In 2015, the Tube chair for Mobles
114 and Dream-Air for Kartell embody the designer’s passion for
weightlessness. The former, with its tubular structure which
mixes the 20th century’s vocabulary of modern design, and the
latter, which looks ‘like a scarf in the wind, a dream suspended
in the air.’
The same year, he applied the same idea of lightness to
create Cloud-io and Vase-o for Kartell, which take the shape of
water droplets condensed to form a seat and a translucent vase.
He also worked with Lexon and imagined the Dream Tool
collection, a series of flowing landscapes, where functions
appear as if suspended in a frame. It has now become his
signature concept, which he had already started to explore with
the Light Air lamp (2011) and Shine vase
(2013) for Kartell.
Visit: www.eugeniquitllet.com
www.maison-objet.com

Silk armchair

Tube chair
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Heimtextil Frankfurt

REVIEW

Material
elements
Heimtextil kicked off the interiors year.
Here are some highlights. Visit:
http://heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

Desigual Living’s 2016 collection includes a number of bright reversible bed
linen sets

Erismann’s Fame collection includes metallic designs and those that combine
chalky pastels and earthy colours

The seven designs in Prestigious Textiles’ 100% linen Nomad prints embrace
dreamy painted flowers, folk-art references, a flowing ogee damask and
batik-like motifs

The waves of
Gardisette’s Helix
are partly printed,
partly burned out
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JAB Josef Anstoetz’s Horizon Roman blinds offer 15 fabrics in 134
colourways, with electrical and battery powered versions available

REVIEW

Heimtextil Frankfurt

Johanna Gullichsen continued her trademark monochrome designs, pictured
is the Gaia wool rug and Helios upholstery fabrics
KAS was another exhibitor that opted for contrasting colours at the show

Decobel’s 4220
Andromeda (left) is a
100% polyester velvet
while 3215 Style is a
silk jacquard in 10
colours (pictured in
3215-05_orange) that has
a painted look thanks to
the various weaves that
play with the weft

Vavex’s My Home collection by Ivana Bastlova centres on
hexagons in red/orange and white/black/silver and grey
combinations

Elizabeth Ockford’s Chelwood collection for The Paper
Partnership features contemporary textures, plains and
damasks in closely coordinated colour groups

Vallila’s Distances collection continues its typical characteristics of large scale prints,
abstract patterns and illustrations

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Salone del Mobile Milan 12-17 April

PREVIEW

PHOTOGRAPH: THIENVO2

The Vogue Jade leather
of Formitalia’s Granada
sofa has been
embellished with dark
green stitching and a
quilted seat. The frame is
in semi-glossy grey oak
veneer with matt gold
coloured metal inserts,
with the same colour on
the brass feet.

Vo Thien will be among the group of six
Belgian designers taking part at SaloneSatellite
as the Walloon-Brussels Design Mode
celebrates a decade at the event

Everything goes
The interiors world will once again converge in
Milan next month, both at iSalone (the 55th)
and at events across the city. Here is a selection
of what you will see

Marioni’s Joan armchair will be available in aniline leather with
a metal frame featuring a brushed brass effect or in fabric with
a chromed or brushed steel finish structure
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Altreforme’s Novocento collection,
reinterpreting 20th century design, includes
the aluminium Virna chair taking inspiration
from the Italian Dolce Vita period

Softhouse’s curvy Madame sofa is available in three and two-seater versions

PREVIEW

Tonino Lamborghini Casa will debut the Booster sofa and armchair in a
choice of three white leathers and a motion option

Salone del Mobile Milan 12-17 April

Lithos Design
will introduce
six marble
treatments
under the Lithos
Design Domino
branding,
including Khadi,
which takes its
inspiration from
Indian fabric

Aston Martin’s VO83 bookcase has a lacquered silver matt structure with frontal drawers in
Alutex and a lacquered black glossy structure with frontal drawers covered in leather

Florence Collections’ Atlantique 629 highbacked armchair will be presented in black or
white with silver feet

Living Divani will show its flatweave Kumo rugs, with a choice of three designs
Desalto will add to its table
collection, looking to build on
the success of Clay. Launched
at iSalone last year, it received
the Good Design Award
2015 from the Chicago
Athenaeum Museum of
Architecture and
Design.

SCP’s Sofa in Sight collection of six models includes Faudet-Harrison’s Continuous, taking inspiration from
1920’s upholstery

Visit:
www.salonemilano.it
www.superstudiogroup.com
www.venturaprojects.com
www.fuorisalone.it
www.milandesignagenda.com
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HANDMADE CARPETS
RU G C O L L E C T I O N

The

3UHVWLJH
RUG &2//(&7,21
U LT I M AT E

Co.

HMC

RUGS & FURNISHINGS

Area Sales Manager – Scotland
A vacancy has arisen for the position of an Area
Sales Manager covering the whole of Scotland.
The successful candidate will need to achieve
sales targets, promote new products and gain
new business for the Scottish area.
The ideal candidate will need to have the
following attributes:
G The Ability to build and maintain strong
Customer Service relationships
G Be self-motivated
G Have the ability to multi-task, manage time
efficiently and produce reports effectively.
Benefits of the role include basic salary,
commission, Company car, phone, tablet
and expenses.
Applicants should send a CV and a covering
letter detailing current (Or most recent) salary
to Melissa Walstrom, HR Manager by Friday
18th March 2016.
Email:- melissa.walstrom@victoriacarpets.com

for cracking
ideas that
leap off the
page...

digital marketing
print
uniforms for the workplace
promotional merchandise

tel 0161 339 2148

email info@ultimatemarketingco.com
www.ultimatemarketingco.com

AGENTS REQUIRED
ALL UK AREAS

Due to an unprecedented growth
following the introduction of market
leading products under its three new
brands, Ultimate Rug Co is looking for
experienced rug agents in all areas
of the UK.
To obtain further details of this exciting
opportunity please contact:
Paul Walker on paul@ultimaterugco.com
or call 07971 141119

Sales Executive
To cover South East and London
OTE £35-£45k + car, laptop and mobile phone
To start 1st April 2016
Quality. Passion. Personal service. Words that sum up what
Whitehead Designs is all about. For more than 35 years,
this family-owned business has created exclusive
craftsman-built upholstered furniture for discerning
clients across the UK.
They’re words that sum up your professional approach
to sales too. You know that building strong, trusted and
long-lasting relationships is key to success. Which is why
this exciting opportunity could be perfect for you.
As well as managing key accounts across a diverse
client base of interior designers, retailers, architects and
contractors, you’ll actively generate new business.
So sound B2B sales experience is a must, together with a
good knowledge of the interiors industry. First-rate planning
and reporting skills are also important, along with a
dynamic, driven and results-focused approach.

To apply, please email your
CV and covering letter to
janet@whiteheaddesigns.com
Find out more about us at
whiteheaddesigns.com
or call 07854 759419

Perfect performers and famous for bringing pure luxury,
warmth and comfort to the home, Tredaire underlays are designed
to keep carpets looking good and feeling fabulous for longer.
The Tredaire range features outstanding levels of comfort and
performance so every carpet gives that ‘on air’ feeling. That’s why Tredaire
is the UK’s biggest selling underlay brand - the market leader!

01706 238 810

interfloor.com

@interfloor1

